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AB STRACT 
< 
The are a studi.ed i s l a ca .. ed. in the central Coast Range s of 
California nd a.bout 40 miles i n l and s out heast of Monterey on the 
Pacific coast. It is n.ea.rly 100 mi le s s ou.th of San Francisco. 
It i ncludes Portions of the Santa Lucia "" nd Gab ilan Ranges and 
of t he ix1tervening Salinas valley .. 
The pre-Cret ceous base. ,ent is divisible into three u..l'li ts, 
t be Santa Luci granite, th San ta Lucia quartz d:i.orite series, 
which is the late s t i ntrusive, and the Sur Series (?)of meta-
morph ics. Tertiary s.nd Quaternary formations are found within 
the Salinas valley and ch iefly along tne western side. The 
aggregate t h ickness of iddle Miocene 1 Pliocene, and Quaternary 
rocks is a proxi ately 12,000 feet. Pre-Quaternary formations 
re folded into a composite syncline . 
Faulting occurred in both the Pliocene and the Pleistocene . 
In the Pliocene th~ sediments west of the v lley were folded and 
ove.rthrust. Compressive forces acted from the south and west. 
The early Pleistocene normal faulting long northwest lines 
divided the area i nto t w·o blocks, t e Oabilan block to the east 
and the King City block. The movement tilted the Gabilan block 
southwestvn1rd,. interrupted the Pleistocene eyele of erosion 
which had produced the Salinas old age su:rfaee, and tilted tle 
King City block towards the west. Th e displacement of about 
4000 feet formed o scarp now somewhat dissected along t he western 
side of the 3alinas valley. At the same time movement occurred 
along several other normal faults within the b locks. 
i 
SUW:: i.RY 
The Soledad Quadrangle, an area of 254 square miles , is 
situated in the central Coast Ranges of California 40 miles 
inland from the Pacific ocean at Monterey and about 100 riiles 
south of San Francisco. The area includes three major tol!O• 
graphic and structural units . Tl·:e Santa Lucia Hange in the 
southwestern half of the area includes both sedimentary and 
crystalline rocks . The crystalline rocks of the Ga.bilan Rang e 
are exposed to the northeast . The two ran~es a.re separated 
by the Salinas valley, which is nearly seven miles wide in 
this area . 
Physiography.- The youthful composite topography contains large 
areas of a modified Pleistocene old age surface, the Salinas 
surface , ~vhich slopes southwestward on the Gabilan Range and. 
westward on Palo Eserito ridge of the Santa Lucia Range . Recent 
features include the aggraded surface , fans, and terraces of 
the dovm-faulted Salinas valley , and a mature surface on the 
sedimentary rocks west of the Salinas depression . Most of the 
streams are subsequent or consequent . 
Stratigraphy .- Pre-Cret aceous rocks in this area include the 
Santa Lucia granite in the Gabilan a.~d Santa Lucia hanges , the 
Sant a Lucia, quartz diorite series of quartz diorite , quartz 
monzonite and granodior:lte of the Santa Luci.a Range and in-
trusive into the granite of the nabilan Range; and the Sur 
ii 
Series (?) of metaroorphics, partly of sedimentary origin , largely 
micaceous quartz orthogneisses and shists com~osing Palo Escrito 
ridge . 
'11he area of mar)ine sediments west of the Salinas depression 
is about 10,000 feet thick, and co"".tains Temblor sandstone and 
Salinas shale of middle Miocene age , upoer Miocene Santa ~ar­
garita sandstone, and possibly lower Pliocene Etchegoin shale . 
The Paso Robles formation (up~er Pliocene , lower Pleistocene) 
of continental origin is 1100 feet thick in the Salin.as valley . 
The 'iuaternary deposits , cLiefly in the Salinas valley , 
include recent alluvium, fans , and terraces totalling about 
1700 feet in thickness . 
Structure . - Ua .i or di as tro 9hic movements occurred i.n the late 
Pliocene and in the early Pleistocene . In the Pliocene the 
sediments were folded into a com r)osite syncline, whl le the 
quartz diorite series \Vest of the Salinas depression was thrust 
from the south over Salinas shale. !liinor faulting took place 
in the Salinas valley intermediate to the Pliocene and the 
Pleistocene movements . 
Normal faulting in the early Pleistocene divided the area 
into two northwest trending blocks , the Ga.bila.n bloc1c to the 
east and the King City block to the west . .An np;Jroximate dis -
placement of 4000 feet on the King City fnult a lone the western 
side of the Salinas depressi.on tll ted the Gabilan block to wards 
the south-.·1est forming the present range and the ~jalin.as de-
iii 
,ression~ interrupted the Salinas cycle of erosion, considerabl 
elevated the Santa Lucia. Range and formed the now dissected scar ._" 
facing the Salinas lley on the west. Several normal r ults 
within the blecks were formed during the same eriod. 
Histor .--As seen fro the tratigraphie record this rea was a 
ortion of a co paratively stable land mass in pre-middle Miocene 
ti. e. Gradual submergence occurred during the middle _iocene 
vith the de osition of the Temblor sandstone and Salinas shale. 
During oscillatory, though gr du 1 u lift, the S t .. arga.rita 
sandstone and ossibly Etchegoin shale were d osited in the 
u,per Wioeene and lower Pliocene. 
iv 
After the withdrawal of the sea, the land was elevated and 
the sed ents were folded and overthrust in the Pliocene by forces 
cting fr·o the outh and west. In the erosional period that 
followed, the rresh water Paso Robles formation was deposited in 
t!.i.e· S linas. de.t: res ion. Following a slight elevation second 
eriod of erosion roduoed the S linas old age surface w. ich 'ia.s 
tilted and faulted in the early Pleistocene eriod of normal 
faulting. 
During late Quaternary and ~ecent times, the region has 
risen although oscillations ~ robably did occur. 
Eeono ie resources.- One small cinnabar claim was operated 
during the war in the southwestern part of the area. iner lizing 
solutions . scended the thrust in that locality. Paraiso Springs 
west of the Salinas valley is the site of hot mineral springs 
and a resort . Althou~b there are some indications of oil in the 
s l i nas shale , it is improba.b le tk,.tat there is any aeeumulatton of 
economic value. 
v 
INTRODUCTION 
The little town of Soledad lies in the center of the Salinas 
valle or central California$ 0 miles inland fro the ocean at 
Monter·ey,. and 100 miles south o:r San Francisco. 'I'he S linas 
v lley itself, trending a~ roxi ately northwest, is a wide de-
pression nearl 100 miles long, lying between the Santa. Lucia 
Range to the est and tke Gabilan Range to the e st. 
The settling of this r gion is i nt i ately connected with 
the histo:Py of e rly California and the 81' nish issions. The 
issions rere constructed at interv.ls of a days tr -vel on foot. 
Besides the Mission at Monterey~ there are three others in the 
Salinas va.lle , the ission 'de la Soledad', or the Ussion of 
Our L dy of Solitude , built in 1791 ju t north of the resent 
to n , the .. is ion San Antonio at King City, and the 1ssion ·at 
San iguel considerably to the south. Of the Soled d Mission 
only c ·1i?_lg walls now remain. 
The fathers at the Soledad Mission knew and made use or 
the Parais~ .i..vt rt:ineral s_ Pings. Crude stone im lements of the 
Indians who lived a:round the springs a.re still to be found 1n 
the first canyon north of the resort, h1le one can occasionally 
find spear and arrow heads on the alluvial slopes of the fans on 
either side of the valley. 
Following the Mission eriod, in the middle of the past 
centur , r -nohers began to settle around the old mission site 
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and the town of Soledad was founded. Stage travel along the old 
-ission highway from the south made Soledad a sto ping point and 
the old tavern so used is still in . excellent repair on the 
southern outskirts of the town. By 1860 the : ack country, par-
ticularly al&ng the eastern flanks of the Santa Lucia Range, T~as 
settla:lby ranchers. There are number of' interesting families 
who have li ed in the re.gion for three generations. "r . Tash, 
after who- ~ash Creek is named and who is still living, first 
settled on Palom creek in the south\vestern part of the quadrangle 
in 1860 .. 
During the years 1910-13, the U. s. Geological Survey in 
conjunction with the St te of California ma!i}ped the topogr hy 
of tJae Soledad Qua<irangle, ~ area of about 250 square miles, on 
the see.le of one mile to an inch. For this r-eper·t the scale 
as enlarged to t wo inches to the - ile . The area extends from 
the eastern f1 nks of the Santa Luci Range diagonally across 
the Salinas valley and includes ortion of the Gabilan Range 
to the east. 
In the p-rogres or this report,. the author received academic 
and frie.ndly s.dvic~ from many pe , le. Grateful mention is made 
of Mr. H. Peters, consulting engiaeer in Salinas for the well-
logs cco ,_ anying this re ort; of Mr. Tondorf , a resident of 
long standing at Paraiso Springs~ whose knowledge of the district 
was of considerable aid in the field work ; of the ,a.nagement of 
Parai s o Springs resort for information concern ing the h istory of 
these hot s rings; and of Mr. Don Hughes of the Texas Company ot: 
Los Angeles for confirmation f fora i niferal determinations. 
Grateful mention is made of the embers of the geological staff 
of the California Institute of Tecmology for advice in the ,re-
p ration of this report. The proble · was carried out under the 
direction of Dr. J. P. Buwalda. Dr . w. P. Woodring reviewed 
fossil determinations; Petrographical work \Vas done under the 
supervision of Mr. Rene Engel ; Dr ~ w. M. Davi s c r iticized the 
chapter on physiography. 
Previous studies in the regio~ 
General information on this area can be fou.,~d i n several 
earlier reports . The Salinas vall ·ay and its str atigraphy ere 
briefly mentioned in the u.s. E~plorations for a Railroad to 
the Pacific Coast (1853-56 , Pil• 38-41). Fai rbanks , in an annual 
report to the state Mining Burea (1894,. 516-20} discussed some 
of the rocks of the Sant Lucia Range aceom~a.nied by a geologic 
section fro the mouth of the Arroyo Seco in this ar·ea a.cross 
the range to the ooean on the ~iest . Between the years 1900- 06 
various reports on the surface drainage -published in U. S . ·water 
Supply Papers , mention streams in this area .. Hamlin ( 19·04) re-
ported on possibl e damsites along the Arroyo Seeo and inciden-
tall y na ed the type section of the Vaqueros formation south of 
this stream . Duri ng the past decade several valuable papers on 
regional geology have ap 9eared . .Among these are to be noted 
those by Kerr and Schanck (1926 , 465-94 ), R. Wi llis (1925 , 641-
78 )~ and P. D. Trask (1926 , 119- 86) , as well as marry others of 
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more specific and local importance. Unavailable material on 
this region i ncludes vari ous plane table surveys of oil co-panies 
on areas of sedimentary rocks and the reports of summer camps or 
the Unive1sity of California held i mmediately south of this 
quadrangle. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Both the coast highway ::>0tween Los Angeles and San Fran-
e isco and the Southern Paeifia Railroad follow the Salin s valley 
and afford easy access to the aI .. ca. Fro the highway 1 branching 
roads along the major strea s and finally trails lead to the 
ore remote sections. 
f! .ost of the population is in the towns of Soledad and 
Greenfield within the Salinas alley, and on nearby dairy ranches . 
A few ranches are scattered along the chief streams, principally 
in the Sant a Lucia H ange • 
The rainfall decreases rapidly inland from the ocean so that 
the climate at Soledad is semi-.arid. During the rainy season 
from n ovember to March some snow falls 1n the h:tgher regions. 
The total percipitation is increased in the summer months by 
heavy morning_ fogs in the Salinas va ley. Earlier reports dis-
cussing the S linas river and its tributaries whow that the 
average rainfall at Soledad during the years of 1902-05 was bout 
9 inches.I 
I) Water Suppl y Papers 81 , 89, 100, 177 
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In 1929 the total rainfall was 10 inches. 
During the summer, the temperature often exceeds 100 degrees. 
on s~er afternoons winds sweep up the Salinas valley f~o~ the 
ocean and reduce the mid-day heat. These Ninds a ·ttain velocities 
of 30-40 miles an hour and sometimes carry huge elouds of dust. 
The Salinas river dr ins a larger area than any other stream 
in the Coast r n es. Most of its flow is underground in this 
district. The Arroyo Seco draining the eastei"n flanks of t e 
ante. Lucia Range is its la1•gest tributar in this vicinity. 
The lo est elevation, 105 feet, is 1n the Salinas valley . 
The highest point is Palo liscrito peak , 4465 feet, one mile to 
t he west on Palo Escrito ridge.1 The maximum relief of 4360 
feet far exceeds the average relief of a bout 1000 feet. The 
maximum relief is related to recent earth movements . hile the 
vera.ge relief is an expression of erosional activity. Nearly 
all of the stream cnannels, with the exception of th Salinas 
river are deeply i ncised . 
I) Reed , R.D.-Post - Monterey Disturbance in the Salinas 
Valley, Calif~, Journ. Gaol., v33: pp 580-607:1925 
PHYS! GH.APBYI 
General discussion 
Little ha.s been written on t~. e l;i)hysiography of the central 
Coast Rang~s. It is difficult to correlate surfaces in one area 
ith those of another with any degree of certainty. This , roblem 
beco es ore apoarent, the older the features under consideration. 
The data resented are compiled from (1) ersonal obser-
vation in this and other areas within the Salinas valley, (2) 
fro re~ orts by R. Willis ( 1925) and P •. D. Trask ( 1926), ( 3) and 
from oral communication with various people. 
The discussion concerns three major units in the central 
Coast Ranges . The Santa Lucia R nge to the west extends from the 
coast at ont era .. - southward to the vicinity of San Luis Obispo. 
~.he Ga.bilan Range to the east has a co parable length. The 
Salinas valley bet\iveen the t wo ranges extends over one hundred 
miles southeast from Monterey. 
t) The reader who may be unfamiliar with the terminology 
used, is referred to: Cotton ~ C. A ... The Geomorphology 
of New Zealand , Part !, _Systematic , 1926 
SU ACES 
Three surfaces can be recognized in the viciL.ity of the 
Salinas valley, two of which are earlier t han the one now being 
developed • . In order of age of formation these are the dummit 
surface, the Salinas surface, tmd the present surface. F'air-
banks early recognized the same features at the southern end 
of the Salinas valley.I 
Sum it surface. - At the southern end of t he Santa Lucia Range , 
Fairbanks identified an old surface upon the crest. This sur-
face becomes less distinct towards the north . It 1s not present 
in the vicinity of Soledad . 
Tras·:t2 thought the Summit .surface could be recognized at 
the northern end of t h e Santa Lucia Range.. Correlation could 
not be ~ade because faulting has disturbed the relations. 
In and to the north of the area worked by Fairba nks the 
oungest rocks cut by t he Summit surface are middle .iocena, 
so t hat the age of this surface is post Miocene.3 
1) Fairbanks, H. w ... san Luis Obispo Folio 101 
2) Tr sk, P.D .-Geomorphogeny of the Northern Part of the 
Santa Lucia Coast R nge, Calif .-Amer . Journ, Science: 
vl2: pp . 293-300: 1926 
3) Stanton , ~ .L .-oral Communication 
Salinas surface 
A striking feature in the Salinas depression is the old age 
Salinas surrace, which extends from the southern end of the valley 
over a hundred miles northward to the vicinity of Soledad. The 
greater portion of the surface ls cut across sedimentary rocks of 
varying hardness. In the vicinity of Soledad, the Salinas sur-
face is eut across the crystalline rocks of both the Sant Lucia 
and G bilan Ranges. irhis surface on the sedimentary rocks was 
comparatively smooth. The relief is more pronounced in the cry-
stall ine rocks to the north. 
Deformative forces have di turbed the position and continuity 
of the Salinas surface. Near Soledad, the surface has a definite 
southwesterly tilt which gradually diminishes towards the south. 
Local faulting has reatly displaced sections of this surface in 
some places. 
he Sc&linas surface was formed a.fter the Summit surface had 
been uplifted several hundred f eet. Even in the regions where 
the Summit surface can not be recognized, the crest of the Santa 
Lucia Range lies con ider bly above ny possible projeetion of 
the Salinas surface . 
The oungest rocks cut by the Salinas surface belong to the 
Paso Robles formation (upper Pliocene, lewer Pleistocene). In 
view of evidence to 'be discussed later, the surface is definitely 
early Pleistocene .. It was out after the greater portion of the 
folding and ~hrusting ~hich is seen in the Coast Ranges , and after 
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the erosion cycle which produeed the Sumrr1it Surface. Subsequently 
the Salinas surface was dinturLed oy tho nor•ma.1 faulting iVhich 
produced t he reeent topography. 
Conclusions about olde~ surfaces 
Since early Pliocene time the central Coast Ranges have 
passed through two cycles of er-os1on in ea.ch of wrich a.n olcl. age 
surface ~as roduced. The oldest surface is the Summit surface 
which can be identified in the southern part of Santa Lucia. range . 
The topograph of the present range has been produced by Quater-
n r faulting and the dissection of the Summit surface. The 
youn er of the two old age surface..,, is the Salj. nae surface, pro-
duced in ea.Ply Pleistocene time and lying several hundred feet 
belo · the Smmni t surf ace. 
Recent cycle 
The interrw)tion of the erosion cycle which produced the 
Pleistocene Salinas surface involved both regional uplift and 
local deformation . The present features, relief, and the fraction 
of the original area of the Salinas surface remaining undissected 
are related to the underlying rocks, position above base level, 
S ~· . cing of streams, and structure of individual blocks. ~he 
eon.Jtrast in surface forms is especially marked between a.reas of 
crystalline and sedimer,tary rocks and between regions of steeply 
tilted beds a.nd those in which the strata s. 1. pro:aimate a horizon-
tal position . In the are-as of sedimentary rocks the t~unk streams 
flo in broad allu iated valleys with interstre m ridges bot ~ 
rounded and sharp deyending on the spacing of the streams. In 
the crystalline rocks the trunk streams flow in narrow steep 
/ 
canyons. 
Th ·. agents of er., a ion differ somev1hat 1!1 ''arious portions 
of the central Coast Ranges. B~sides streams and weathering, 
t e Salinas valley region is perce?tibly influenced by t he effec t 
of high winds which stri~ the soil fr"'m t e rdnd.w!.:\rd side nd 
de~osit it on the leeward side modifying the ir·regularities .I 
Districts al ng the coast are subject to the ae;tivc cutting of 
ocean ~1 aves. Rel'ort s of arious authors2 as L wson ( 1893, pp . 
1-59) ~ Willis, B ( 1900, p .• 424-36), Fairbanks ( 1904), and 
Tr as . ,. P •. D. ( 1926,. pp . 119-80) describe ¥ell preserved marine 
te_races at difrerent localities along the coast. These surfaces 
are the result of regional uplift which probably is reflected 
on the interior by a series of tream terraces in sedimentary 
Soledad Quadrangle 
The Sol.dad Quadrangle has a composite topograph7 of con-
side~able relief with large part of the Salinas surface still 
l} Reed , R .D •• Eff ect of the ~Jind in San Joaquin a.nd Salinas 
Valleys (abstract): D.l~i. Bull .: v37: pp214-5: 1926 
2) See bibliography 
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preserved . The hysiographic divisions in this area are in-
timately related to structural tmits . The Salinas surface has 
oeen reserved 1n the a:r'eas underlain by crystalline rocks \Vhile 
it was destroyed elsewhere . As a consequence the IT. Odified 
Salinas surface extends across the Ga.bilan Range in this area 
and is also :)resent on the eastern flanks of the Santa Luc ia 
Range on Palo Escrito ridge . 
Salinas surface 
This post Pliocene old age surface is well developed on 
the Gabi l an Range to the east of the Salinas valley . As seen 
from the Santa Lucia Range, the surface is nearly a plane 
which slope s gently southwesterly and disappear s under the al-
luvium of the Salinas valley . 
In a 1 &per on the physiography of the Coast Ranges , Hobin 
Willis1 dis cussed in detail the land forms found in the Gabilan 
Range , a range whi ch he consider s to be an excellent exam _ le 
of the arch unlift ty";)e of mountain . Willis found two cycles 
of erosion manifested by surface remnants . The ol dest, '/'Jill is 
believes to be re resented by the flat top of Mt . tTO:hnson , the 
highest peak of the rang e . (This may correspond to the Sur-;rni t 
surface of the Sant a Lucia Range ). 
The high valley cycle , as seen by ! illis , is the extended 
1) Willis , R .- Physiogra _ hy of the Cal ifornia Coast .da.nges ; 
Geol . Soc . Am . Bull . : ~6 : 641· 78: 1925 
pr { s: 
·r:: 
a:: 
Ill. 2 
, 
The Gabilan range as seen from the western side of the Salinas depression. The 
even crest-line is a portion of t h e Salinas old age surface. The de9ression has a width 
of over f0ur miles at this point. 
......, 
Vil 
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old age surface upon the Gaui an liighl~nds . In the Soledad quad-
rangln tJ' e i~elief of this sur~race is only t 10 or t h:r .. ee hundred 
feet. Great ,r relief els wr·.ere is tl.te result or the ace .ulation 
of volcan.1.c &gg- o _er t s ru d of' differer tial m venwnt. 
The southern flan rn of t e G bilan Range are covered . .,ith 
T0'rti ry sediment·s across which t- e Sslinos surface extends 
with ut perc pt1 le ch nge .- .1 st 7vrhat angular x1ela.tion exists 
between the s 1 in . surface and .the surface upon vrhich the sedi-
ments ~.vere deposi te is not known . The Salinas surface at the 
time of its foPmat on , must hav h d a slo~e towards the west 
since all of t e open valleys f f"or er streams have a westerly 
course. The margins or ·ueh stre s as Stonewall and Bry nt 
Cree·s are dee ly incised on the S lina.s v l l ey side as a resul t 
of i~ ju venation through u lit"t. The ehange in gradient a l ong 
any stre is noticeable in ·assing from the valley margin to 
the u 1 land regions which re as 
Since the Salinas surf c 
et unaffected by he~d - ard erosion . 
has little relier , i t must have 
been formed near bas· level. The oc ean is now 40 miles fi,om the 
viein1 ty of Soledad so- t ·a he L-a.linas old age surface. mus t 
have. been forrned hen the region was only two or three hundred 
fee.t above sea level ,. ill1s states a figure of 2000 feet as 
tb.e elevation of the S linas surface a.t the time of: formation . 
This could not be correct since the streams ould have a gradi ent 
of 40 feet to·the mi le , or that of a youthful stream. (see Willis , 
pp. 668) . 
The l;ig. valley cycle, or the Salinas surface, {Willin, 
pp. 678)j vas traced co~ti~~ously to th~ nort _ into San ~cnito 
and Tres ?lnon valleys wh~r 1t passes int c. s rface of low re-
lie f cut on Pliocenes dimo!t~. The age determ n tion ~s ?ost-
Pliocene agrees with the age determination of fa1lting activity 
i n t 1:is area which interru ted ,he S l!nas cyale of eros _on and 
initiat.d the recent. 1 dat in t e central Coaot Ranges con-
f irm a po t-Plioeene age for the ~a.l_nas surrace. 
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On t he touographic _ap the Salin surface upon Palo Escri to 
ridge is i n great c ntraat to the fault scarp along the western 
side of the Salinas valley. The trea s on the western side of 
Pa.lo Escrito ridge hav a low gradient near the crest. '"!est of 
the crest , t he stre ·ms eros the Middle fault in shar ly en-
trench d canyons. ,ne eastern li it -Of the Sali nas surfaee on 
t he Palo Escrit ridge is the i:' "' er edge or· the abrupt and dis· 
ected faulu scmrp along th~ wester1 side of Salinas valle • 
The divide bet ~ :een .he to urfaces is e.9~roximately a straight 
line p rallel to the ~ lin s va 1 y. 
The stre s on Palo bSerito ridge, like t hose on he sur-
face of the Jabilan R nge,, ar-e not consequent on the latest til -
. . 
ting of the surf'a e , but have been rejuvenated and are graa.~ ally 
destroying t h e original channel 's b y head\v&rd. eros · on. The 
S linas surface on Pal o E erito rid e also sloped towards t'he 
'!Vest sine t he streams all f l ow westward . 
The Ter•tiary rocks ·~est of' Palo Escrito ridge lie on a. 
Ill. 3 
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Mature surface on the Salinas shale series south of the Arroyo Sec.o. 
Ro..""i~ 
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.urf ca '!.ut c1~oss cryst ll i ne roc·(s . The i rojection or this 
buric<i surface east · a.rd ·' ould meet the swnmit surface on the 
ridge at a s~all angle . In vie of the fineness of the material 
near the contact , the sediments probably did cover part or all 
of the ridge . 
'Ihe Salinas de.)ression in t h is area has a width of about 
fi v miles bet ween cr•yatall ne rock outcrops so that t Le t ~o 
po1""tion s of the Salinas surf.ac u9on t h e Ga.bilan Range and R_ on 
Palo Es crito ridge. are not ~ore than eight miles apart. The 
physiographic correlation of t he two surface.s is evident from · 
field relations . They are both cut on rocks of compare.bl 
hardness, granite in the Gabilan R nge and metamorphics and 
granodiorites in P lo Escrito ridge. Both re evidently limited 
by t he same f ult on mutual side, a f ult whieh has disturb ed 
up er Plioe ne sedi ents . For the preceding r asons the surface 
on Palo Eoorito idg oonsid.ereo. a former portion of the 
Salinas surface since it would be 11nposs1.ble to have eros ·.onal 
surfac s of a;> roximately the same low relief, eut across cry-
sta.11in roeks of comparable har~a.ness, a11d separated by a 
structural depression of eig.b.t miles width, wi thout their being 
pru:"ts of one and the same suvfa.ce. 
No trace of t he Salinas surface is seen on the Tertiary 
r ock wast of Salinas valley since the 1nterstream r dges have 
sharp crests. There are numerous examples of old stream chan-
nels, particularly along Fi ney Creek , which stand at elevations 
17 
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Ill. ~ 
Stream terracing near the head of Piney Creek • .As a result 
of regional u:plift and change in base level for the Salinas _river, 
terr r:i cing is conunonly seen along the streams cl1annels in Salinas 
shale. 
f1>0 75 to 150 fe t ab ve the present stre m and hi ch _; ay re-
resent drainage ch nnels on the Salinas surf ce. But regional 
uplift and rejuvenation through lowering of local b _se level 
could ex 1 in these e tures. 
l'he granite of the s nt Lucia Ran !e in the soutlrmstern 
pa.rt of this shee stands above the pro ,jecti.on .f a..YJ.y port 1.~n 
of the Qal in .::.. urface Kl 1 t must have done so dm~ing t e de-
velo me 1t of t hat old lands ca • 
ecent cycle 
Th interrtlption or the S linas cycle of erosion resulted 
from Q,uaternary fa.t lting. 'I'he uplifted blocks west of the 
S linas valley have beeP act vely dissected in the recent cycle 
so t at no tr ce of the Salinas surfaee is left on the softer 
sediments. Downthrown are s such as the ..... alina.s valley depres-
ion have been aggraded for so e miles inland from the ocea1 
s resul· of rise of relative base-level of the streams. 
The Sal inas depression i a feature whose to ogra.phic 
expression h.s been greatly emphasized by tne faulting wh ich 
initiated th·~ recent cycle and oy consequent erosion. As 
mentioned before, the river has entrenched itself in the p1•e-
faul ting ed1,ents near it s hAad while the lower µortion of 
the stream n, r the ocean he.ve been aggraded. The to t ographic 
for s along the stream and near its mouth shm111 t::l. hurried and 
compll 1~ated history in r;uaterns.r-y time. .::!..Xtensive re.nnants of 
stream terraces are found. in the vicinity of King City and to 
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t~e south as \"Oll as intermit+ently in the ortio:::s of the de-
pression ne r r to the •cean. r:·~- ere are three t"~rraces near King 
City. 'he por"tiiorw on bot 1 sides of the str·es.m can b e corr elated 
so that the & sur fc..ce.. a:~" not r s i d-.. r:tl tc1:.. t: ce .s formed i.n the 
norm l c~c of &n . ctive though wa dering stream. 
·. t h oug 1 there is no record of the matchlng of river ter)-
r a.ces ·~1i t h marine t r:;.~t+l Ces nt tr e mouth of the Salinas ri var~ 
it · s probab le t hat ~he regiona l u;;lift ·1hic. is res :Jonsible 
for th ·odu on f the marine terraces along the coast finds 
it s a .ression inland y terraces along various streens . An 
inf renee to be drawn from this conclusion is that lluvium. in 
th . Salinas de ression was once much greater than n0w . This is 
lso a conclu ion f rom evidence found in the Soledad Qlladrangle . 
t t he mouth of the Arroyo Seco within the Salin s valle there 
is a small boulder field at an el vat1on of 1250 and 800 feet 
above the i-aiver. The t ~r11aces are not disturbed by faulting so 
this re nant must have been .recently a part of Q. higher valley 
floor . In the northern part of the valley the ridges along the 
vest rn side have flat shoulders or benches which a ... e accordant 
at an elev .. :..: i on of ap~ roximately 1200 et. The ·boulder field 
and t h e bench s are features , ·Lich itrnr~e formed when t h£ valley 
floor was much hi~~ r The f~cets on the ridge ends to t he 
north were buried 'Under alluvium at this higher level and sub-
sequently have been .xn -ed. The unprotected scarp above the 
b nehes in t h is earlier period retreated from t :r.e fa.ult line . 
Fans formed during this earlier stage were subsequently 
holly or larg ly removed. ~he new alluvial cone at the mouth 
of the Arroyo Saco has forced the Salinas river to tle eastern 
~ide of the depression and has protected the fans l ying im-
med.ia tely to the north of it, s·o that t . air fanheads now stand 
t ap'3roxL ately 1250 . feet. The size of the fans is also de-
pendent upon the ·osition of the Salin.as river in the de~res-
slon. 
The Salinas river e pti s into the bay at onterey. A 
feature of this bay is a. subma1.,ine channel at right 
a11g e s to the coast in p roximate continuation of' the Salina.s 
river. A short distance from shore t h is cleft is 200 fatho1 s 
(1200 feet) dee_. Recent soundings have shown that this 
feature continues to the bettom of the steep front of the con-
tinental shelf at a de1~th of nearly 2000 fathoms •. 
Le Conte1 believed that this channel represented the 
coastal extension of the S&linas river &t a time when the region 
stood much higher . ·The trend of the depre·ssion at right angles 
to the shore. vmuld be the normal path of' the Salina.s river in 
ease the region - ~s~s e levated above the present 1 osition. 
1) Le Conte• S.--Tertiary and Poat-Tertiary Changes of the 
Atlantic and Pacifie Coast. Geol. Soc• Amer. Bul: No2-
326: 1891 
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Lawson1 , nong others, is of the o inion th t the depression 
has a structural origin. This vie is more consistent with fact 
si.nce the feature continues to the base of front of t he con tin-
ental shelf, below the _ossible action of the stream, even in 
dvent of great Uf)lift. However, the Salinas river would folle· 
the same ath on the coastal le.in and ay have done so in re-
cent periods of u~· lift. 
Although the sequence is not clear, the marine and str am 
terraces,. r s1dual boulder fields, exhumed scarps and -os.sibly 
the submarine channel in Monterey Bay have been formed during 
recent depr ession and u . lift of this . ortion of the Coast Ranges. 
The first two t~Praces above the Arroyo Seeo re continuous 
wi tb surf ees ·~ i thin the Salin s V · lley and hav 'not been dis-
.: laced by the fault .s- wh ich they cross. The Salinas old age sur-
face has been tilted by .movement along these fs.ults a.nd now is 
covered by the alluvium in the valley. Consequently, the stream 
terraces are younger than this old age terrain. It is im -roba.ble 
that the marine terraces along the c-oast could have ,.-ersisted 
through the ·eriod necessary to cut the Salinas surface nnd con-
sequently they ar also younger than it. 
l 
1) Lawson, .c.--The Continental Shelf of the Coast of 
California: Nat. Research Council: VB: t 2: 15: 
pril 1924. Also-Geology ·of Carmelo Bay: Univ. Cal., 
Pub . Geel. Series: Vl: 1·59: 1893 
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Ill. 5 
Terracing a long ·ch e Arroyo Seoo. Loo.king . easl.J ward at the 
S.urfac:e~ near t n e mouth of "the Arroyo Se co. The s t1·eam uHalli.Lel 
is cut in steeply d iJ:Jp ing Sa.linas shale and records four se!J-
arate terrace evels in t his v i ew. 
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The terraees along the Arroyo Seoo show that regional up-
lift as not a continuous process. The four terraces, widely 
se_arated at the mouth# converge u stream. Accumulation of 
stre boulders on each of these terraces near the mouth shows 
that the Arroyo Seco always joined the Salinas river at grade . 
Since the t~Yo lower terraces are continuous with t h e Salinas 
river terraces veloped during regional u lif-t, and re not 
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cut by f ults, t hey are the result of the lowering of the level 
of the trunk st eam through regional uplift. With the same 
volume of .water nd drainag basin , and with erosion proee-eding 
in identical rocks, the decrease in width of valley with suc-
cessive terraces is evidence of progressively shorter intervals 
during each st ge. 
Types of streams 
In the Sol edad Quadrangle the streams are of three types, 
consequent, subsequent, and su erposed. Although the Salinas 
river near its head is an antecedent stream where it is dee .. ly 
intrenched in granit 1 , it may be consequent stream upon the 
downfaulted valley blook in t h e vicinity of Soledad. ~~st of 
the stre s~ those on the Gabilan and Santa Lucia Ranges are 
persiste-nt , intrencbed consequents. Paloma creek is sub- . 
sequent strerun where it follows the T&sh Creek Thrust _nd a 
strike valley. Reliz creek ,, a subsequent stream, follows a 
1) Fairbanks, H.W.-U.s.a.s. Folio 101 
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PLATE 3 
DRAINAGE MAP 
SHOWIN& STRUCTURAL CONTROL 
I 
I 
Ill. 6 
Erosion at the head of Basin Creek, west of Palo 
Escrito Ridge. 
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fault and the contact of three formations near its mouth. 
Interesting streams, tributary to aloma creek, flow do m 
the western slo e of Palo Escrito P1dge . Their heads lie in 
crystalline rocks. They cross a block of sediments and cut 
another mass of upfaulted crystalline rooks berore joining 
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Paloma creek. Since t hese creeks maintain their direction across 
the u faulted block of crystall1ne rock , they are superposed. 
Consequent streams flow down the fault scarp along the 
western side of Salinas valley. Through their activity the scarp 
has been maturely dissected with the formation of deep ravines. 
Fans 
GPe t alluvial fans extend into the Salinas valley on both 
sides. Since the most abrupt sloJ'e is the fault scarp along the 
western side, the fans t here are much larger than those from the 
Gab1lart Range to the east. The fanheads on the western side 
gradually rise from north to south. Most of th.em lie within the 
canyons cut in the crystalline rocks of tlae Palo Escrito ridge . 
In general ., the slo ·a of the fans on the western side is 
" 6~0 ~- 2 ' lthough it is much greater near theiP heads . The fans 
at t he base of t he Santa Lucia Range have an average length of 
two miles. Those along the Gabila.n Range to the east, with 
_gentler slope, have a maximum length of over three miles. 
The growth of the f ans into the valley seems to have little 
influence in determining the position of the Salinas river. 
lthough it has a gradient of only 6 inches to a mile in this 
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area, the stream is able to main tain its osition. The alluvial 
cone at the mouth of the Arroyo Seco has forced the Salinas river 
to the eastern side of the de ression. 
In assing it should be mentioned t hat t he fans on the 
western side of the d · r -ession a.re not broken by any faults which 
t hey tl,ay conceal .. 
Fault sear_. s 
King City Scar 
The most distinctive feature in the Salinas valley i s the 
dissected King City fault scarp along the western side. The 
present crest on Palo Escrito ridge is nearly 3500 feet above , 
and about a rnile and a hal f fro the fa.."1.heads at the base. 
The King Cit scarp ay have been formed in one of three 
wa s. b J faulting , erosion, or doming. If formed by faulting , 
the fault plane is effect! vely n asked by recent alluvial and 
fan deposits. 
On the western side. of the Salinas valley, in the vicinity 
of the Arroyo Seeo, the Tertiary and Quate-rnary rocks a.p ~.,roxi-
mate 14000 feet and dip eastward towards the depression~ ~~eir 
deposition was probabl y accom_anied by a gradual subsidence. 
The absence of any sediment upon the Gabilan Range in the Soledad 
Quadrangle , on the o}'posite side of the Salinas de!'ression from 
t his section, is evidence of a fault somewhere in the valley. 
The triangul ar facets on the spur ends, as previously men-
tioned, have been formed by faulting at the base of the King City 
scarp . These features a.re separated from the Salinas river by 
an alluvi 1 a ron nearly a mile long and are not relate.d to 
stre cutting. The b ases of the faces are also aligned. 
The strongest evidence for a fault origin of the King City 
scar is the offset of the Salinas, early Pleistocene, surface 
on the Gabilan Range and Pa.lo Eser1to ridge. 
Nor has the ctivity of t e Salinas river been responsible 
for either the depression or the scar ~ · The valley is muc 
larger than necessary to accommodate this stream. Normally, a 
stream-cut feature is constricted in passing through crystalline 
rocks as eom .ared to the width in softer sediments. The Salinas 
valley increases g~eatly from head to ~outh irres~ective of the 
distribution of hard~r rocks. 
The structure in the sedimentary seI'ies is not consistent 
with doming. The majorit of the folds are at right anf les to 
the trend o.f the scarp and do not show cro ..,; s-folding in its 
vicinity. 
In reca itulation of the evidenee for faulting along the 
King City scarp tne f'ollowing facts a.re cite·d. The scar p and 
size of the de ression are not consistent lJ ·itb the erosional 
·bil1ty of the river. The Salinas surface has been d isplaced 
sever 1 thousand feet to its position upon Palo Eserito ridge. 
The faceted spurs nd aligned bases at the foot of the scarp 
are unrelated.to stream cutting and could be formed only by 
faulting. The alluvium is greatest near the scar , a condition 
w ich wou ld not occur in a streaiu cut valley. Furthermore, 
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Accordant benches and · aligned s pur-end f a cets alon g t h e King City sc a r p 
to t h e north. 
CJ:! 
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faul ts which can be seen or established by stratigra.hic dis-
cordances, such as the Reliz Creek fault, join this scarp t 
small angles and , in art, are responsible for it. 
The King City sc rp is a fault scarp , although t he basal 
portion has be n x -osed by erosion. As ~reviously discussed , 
the alluvl. in the dep-ression, at one time, was much thicker 
and concealed the lower art of the re ent face. Hovever, the 
fault is older than the· alluvium in the valley and the accumu-
lation and z-emoval of this detritus are only incidents in the 
ultimate reduction of the scarp. 
Searp of the iiddle f'aul·t 
.ovem nt on the Middle fau t near the western margin of 
Pa.lo Eserito ridge has dis la·oed the Salinas surface and has 
Produc.i!:.d i nr • in . t d th th rnbe u scar n ..... easrng . size .owa.r s e nor .. .1. 
streams, flowing w sterly upon Palo Escrito ridge, cross this 
fault in sharp c.a.nyons and ~"t!ith occasional falls.. Small sub-
seque:nt tributaries follow the f a.ul t line near its sou""-hern 
e tremity. 
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STRll rr I.GRAPRY 
Regional 
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The Central Coast Rsmges contain format ions \~those a.g s 
range from Paleozo i c to Recent time. 'I)he earliest sediments are 
metar..-l'lorphosed memb ers or the basement comple.x and undoubtedly 
are older than Jur ssic nd possibly are of late Paleozoic age . 
In the esozoic, th Franciscan (Jurassic?) aeries and lower 
nd up er Cr taceous formations ·1 ere deposited. Small areas 
of artinez (Paleo-0en.e) lie along the flanks and the cres t of 
the Santa Lucia R nge . Oligocene formations have not been found. 
Sediments of ioeene or later age are widely distributed in the 
Central Coast Ranges . The basement eom~lex also can be divided 
into a number of 'tl.n1ts . 
Basement complex 
Cr stalline and 1ne-tamorphi c rocks oemr~y nearl y 1 00 square 
m:t.les of the Soled d Quadrangle. These roa1.:rs, with 1'racticall y 
continuous exposure , .extend from t h e vicinity of Sant.a Cruz and 
l!onterey nen.r the ocean on the north to Priest v a lley and t e 
outlt of the Macimiento on the south. They undoubtedl y are re-
lated to crystalline rocks east o:f San Luis Obis~o and to simi-
lar rocks in tne Tehachatti mountains. 
Th.e intrusive rocks of the Central Coast Ranges belong to 
several classes , more or less related in composition. The series 
from the bead of the s~11nas valley northward to the vicinity of 
onterey on the coast i1cludes granite~ quartz monzonite , grano-
diorite, and quartz diorite. Quartz diorite Eorphyry, granite, 
and granitA port>hyr ; ap:oear along ... he coast nc:a.r Carmel and Mon-
terey. The rock of the Gabilan Range , east of the Salinas de-
pression , is chiefly a true granite, although quartz diorite 
porphyry appears at the northern end~ near Santa Cruz. 
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The metamorphic rocls of the C ntral. Co ast Ranges are similar 
to those found in t 1e Tehachapi mou.nt'!;I ins . In the southern ·. or-
tion of th abilan Range and the northern part or the Santa Lucia 
Range this seri.es is comnosed of primary and secondary micaceous 
shists nd gneisses associated with areas of limestone .. 
The age of th intrusive rocks of the Coast Hanges can not 
be det-ermined s satisfactorily a s that of similar intrusive s 
in the Sierra Nevadas in Which sediments or known age were meta-
morphosed during intrusion . The la.st bathol ithic intrusion in 
the Sierra evada was ost - ari osa slates (Juras s ic) and re-
Cret ceous i n age . 
In the Coast Ranges , the basal beds of the Franeisc8..n 
(Juraseie) formation contain boulders of roeks metamorphosed 
during intrusion1 • Fr om this evidence the intrusive rocks of 
the Coas t Ranges are pre- Jurassic and ol der than the Jurassic 
intrusives of the Sierra Nevadas . Fairbanks1 thought the in-
1} F j rbanks, H.W .-Review of our l\..nowledge of the Geology 
of the Calif. Coast Ranges-G.S.A.Bul:v6:'71-102:1894 ; ptz'81 
tru 1v rocks of the coastal belt were as old as the ca~bonifer-
1 
ous. Dille~ stated the same age for the intrusives of both the 
Coast anges and the Sierra Neva.das . 
Local 
Basement complex 
Sur Series(?) re-Cretaceous 
The oldest roeks in this region a!*e a series of ortho-
gneiss.es and n:rtzose ·micac ous sh1sts comprising most of Palo 
Escri to ridge.. T . a no theI"n nd of t is ridge near Sal ima is 
formed f granite2 • Quartz diorite , quartz mon~onite , and grano-
diorite are ex~ sed to its west •. 
:; 
• D •. Trask in g,tud-ying the Pt . Sur Quadrangle at the 
north rn nd of the ·&nt . Luci Range , roposed a formational 
name for the met or"hie rocks. The Pt .. ~r section is eon-
sidered as the ty e Cor this district. Alt hough the metamor-
·hic rocks in the Soledad Qua.d~an.gle differ somewhat from those 
at the type section ,, correlation is based on stratigra._hie 
position~ regional , roximit to t he type seetinn, and corres-
pondenee of salient teatu.res. 
1) Diller , J.S.-The Geolog of Northern Calif.-U.S.G.S .. ul.: 
33.: 21: 1886 
2) Fairbanks, H. w-.-Geology of N. Ventura, oan Luis Obispo,. 
Santa Barbara, Monterey and San Benito Count ies: 12th 
report-Calif. State iining Bure u. 
3) Trask , P . D. - Geolog of Pt. Sur Quad ., Calif.-u.c. Pub. 
Geol . Ser.:vl6: 116-186: 1926 
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Lowet- calcareou.s ahat~. ·This · ts a·..:m1LQ.r in. a.ppeo.Y-
<:Ulce to th.ca uppcar meYnbe.r. Po rtlon<a Qf thtZ. . lo"1e.r · 
mcunbQ.r a.rQ. t'( c.h ln fo Y"mo..v\lfC. ro.. 
_ Bo..so.l Llme.!;>tone.. This. is Q.. brown li.Wle~ton~ member- - -
from a.bout fivQ to twent~ f~g:t :thick. Tt: fr<l'i\.lently 
co..rr1 es P~cten (pseudQ.111ev.siu~ p~ckh.Qll1.l. GcU>b · 
T EM8LO R . SANDSTONf: - MARINi 
.. ~ 8 se l\t~all'j a. . fine -to co.a.r&e- ~YO.lnQ.d., Wh\te a.rk.o~IC. 
Sa.ndstone s~ries. Alon~ To..sh c~~K , to -the. west} d: · 
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a"d w~nte. S.c)...nd. ~t-onu. • Non- fos~t.l1 fnov..~. Con ~orn" ble . 
~"tl 2ra.d.4Z.& \n.to ou~.- l~\\'\~ Temblor. 
·sAN'TA Lvcr A GRANITE 
, · I\ ~oW\oi~neov,s fine. to coo.\"'s.e - ~ro.1t1~d. binary ~ro.vHte 
W\th ld~llc. f¢1"'re> -mat2nu,vm mmQ.ro..l~. ln-l:'l"uc1ed b~ -th~. 
~A.nlCL Lucio.. ~r"«l'\.0~~0""1i:e - . q,1.ta.rtz. 010.r-d::e. . S12.v-1e.-:, H\ tne 
Gabtla.n Ro.n~e. 
~INTRUSIVE CONTACT ~ 
SAtJT A L\JCt A Q\J ARTZ oro Rt Tre 
A st.~'e ~ ·' lQ.~4e~~ ~ ~o.nodiot"\t-fl. W\'\\ ct \LClvtz. tnoY\~onlti"c. 
0..\'\Q d.\O--\'t:\,t. f'G.C.leS, . . . 
COLUMNAR SECTION fN THE soLgDAD QUADRANGLE, CALIFORNIA P·late 4 
---·- - - - - . 
______ _ GU ATE R N~!_,._ ALLtlV1V~ ______ _ 
P'ans cornpo secl of ·rna,tena.i SW<Z~t i 11 from cry stat line 
.500't rocks on. 'lithu• 3i.de of Salinas vall e y. Grea.te'st t h tci<.-
~ess.es Ol"l west~rn s id.e of va.lt~~ · 
lrk~em~~~~~a·~-~- - - -QUATERNARY TEfR.RACE5) ALLVV!UM. ,VAL.Lfl'-P'IL~- - , 
C> 
Terrace~ .in the Salinas valley &id. .i.n t.hCl. Ar-royo 
Seco . . Se'l."'~"'ce £rorn thee terraces a± th.e mo~th o-f -th.e 
A.rroyo Seco. 'Ihi c kna ss o nl'j Cl}>ftec1otbl e Jn. it\e Sq,L-
'"CU. VQJle~ ~ fdl . . (Qrg) 1 bes1d.e~ flll, repre$enh, 
t"ecerd: aUvL"l lln\. 
----------~~.--- l1NCON FORMITY ~----....----------
I 
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PASO ROBLES FORMATION , ( V pper Pliocene> 
Lo we l" PLei 5toc (Z ne) . 
A 3eri cs of t hick b edd.ed. co Y'\g'lom(i!rat e s wi.t>i cobbl •~ 
0£ Salina~ enal.e, ihin · sl'\a.\e &ea.ms ' a.tut DCL$a.l ~CU\d.-
Stcne w.rt\\. CY"oss - bed.d.'""! . - TE'RRE STR1. ~L . 
SANTA. trl.ARGARITA SA~I>STOR'E (Upp e r Mi ocene.) 
A .series oi m~ssiv-eI_y hecl.d.czcl whi1:e sanc\a~oncz s · 
locally wi.th Some conglomera.ie. Brown 5h<lle me mbf: r 
forni1n~ upper porhon or &et1on west of Reliz. Creek. . 
~er l°e:;, j,s t.-a.11.sitioncil to, or d1:, C.Ol'\form a.bl et. 14pon, 
ut1d.<Zr1yin~ Sa.li.-io..& shQ.lq, . .twt A "R. t NE . 
~-------MONTEREY SERIES ( M:iddlt M\oce.\'1Q) - ----
S A 1..1 N A S SH AL E; MARINi: 
Up per oa.l c a..re.o'-ls Sha.le rn~mbu·. Ch a.ract<?ri. sed as 
white sh al <l. t;eri. e.s which Clpp~ars i 'Y\ t irle nortne rn 
pa.rt of the.. Mi.ocene bca.~m of depost hon. 
Si..l i ceou s sno..l e. 'I'he browh o.nd cre~m scind'f shGtle 
forms the bu Lk of the SAL DfAS sha.l' s.er1Q.CO . 'The.. 
upp(l.r porhon of th°Ls s"rl.es Is ch.q,ra.ch..rize.d by 
l'\4m~rous beds of brown \m'pur'Q. l\mQ.~tonQ. from on.e 
to 5 1x h.<lt t\'nck.. Lo c4.\\ ~ foss1l1fno.u 5 with 
d 1st orte<l ca.st co of A RCI\ COY'\'\moY\. 
At the t ype see~ion ~ the Sur Series has an estimated thi ck-
ness of 5000 feet, chiefly of m-etamorphose-d sediments, injection 
gn isses and associated and interbedded limestones. It is , re-
~ onder tely a quartzose micaceous shist recogniz bly of sedim n-
t ry origin. The age of the Sur Series, a t the t-ype section and 
in the S nt 1 Cruz Quadrangle , is considered only s pre- Cre-
t ceous. t orphism was the result of the intrusion of quartz 
diorite on a large sc le. 
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The metamor hie rocks in tbe Soledad QUadrangle are uniforml y 
micaceous in char cter . The degree of meta . r hism dim~nishes 
from t h e crest of Palo Escrito ridge e stward to the base of the 
King City scarp . The micaceous shiats a long the crest cont ain 
innumer ble t h in seams of quartz · h ich a.1~e accordant . Ve.ins of 
qu rtz u to ten feet have been found. The series is irregularly 
cut by a lit dikes. Weathered outero . s are characteriz db the 
presence of 4any angul .r fr ents of quartz. 
On t e crest of Palo Escrito ridge the ~ln..nes of shistosity 
have a g·ener 1 dip of from 40-60° south 6 opposite i n direction to 
that at the t -y_ e . s ·ection. '?he strike var1es several degrees 
eith er side of an average Ef direction. ~he gneisses in the lower 
portion of t he King Cit scar are, in places, badly contorted. 
Along the crest, near the southern limit of t h is ridge above 
Par ·1so S rings , a small circular area of limestone is in nearly 
1) Branner, J.C., Newsom, J.F.~ and Arnold, R.-u.s .G. s . 
Santa Cruz folio 163: p 1 1 2: 1909 
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horizontal contact with the underlying shists. Since the limestone 
is fine grained and comparatively pure, it wa.s included in the 
SUI' Series {?). The Tertiary formations in this region ha.v a 
numb er of i m· ure lime y members which do not resemble the rock 
at this ex osure. Subsequent wor\t of a reconnaisance nature in 
the Salinas Quad rangle has dis closed extensive areas of oure 
limestone definitely associated with the metamor hie rocks of 
that are · . 
Petrogr hie description 
Th hists and gn isses of the Sur Series (?)have a suite 
of miner ls hich characterise it in this area and from \Vhieh 
local de artures are not considerable. In general~ the se~ies 
is a fine to me~ium grained rock which, under t he microscope. 
exhibits mosaic texture in the shists and a porphyrobla.stic 
texture in the gneisses. 'fhe sections contain , in order or im-
t'ortance, quartz · u to 50%~ generally of two or more generation, 
orthoelase and oligoelase in nearly equal amounts u p to 40% of 
the section and biotite as the rincipal accessory. Oligoclase 
varies fro 11gelase-andesine (ab75· · 25} to oligoclase 
(ab9oan10>• In one section from t he head of 'fa.sh creek, the 
plagioelase is ndesine ( ab6oan40) • The pro!)ortion of quartz, 
otash and sodic felsp>ars may vary any one predominating. The 
quartz always shows u:ndulatory extinction. 
Of the ccessory minerals, biotite is the most i ortant. 
It is reddish in bas l section, giving color to the rock~ wh ile 
other sections have a yello ish cast. In order of importance 
after biotite occur magnet ite, generally as irregular masses, 
euhedral crystals of olivine, forming at times an im~ ortant 
aecessory mineral, and occasionally fibrous d p side. Pyroxenes 
nd a.mphiboles are generally not resent. Occas.ion 1 accessories 
include needles of tit in biotite, sillimanite, to az, some 
t1tanite, fa lite and secondary muscovite. Weathering is m ni-
fested by iron stains and alteration products of the felspars. 
Origin of Sur Series (?) 
The greater ortion of the 3000 feet exposed 1 composed 
of orthogneisses. 'l'he proee.sses to which they were subjected 
include both thermal and dyn le metamorphis • 
The quartzose.-micae ous shists are mineralogically similar 
to the gneisses . However" the seem to preserve a hint of bed-
ding in their regul rity _hieh , together with the area of lime-
stone, sho is a sedimenta.r7 origin .for a _part of the series. 
The bulk of the section must be r ·egarded as i gneous in 
origin. fue petrogra ,- hia relations indicate that the original 
rock varied between a quartz monzon1te and a granodiorite. 
Similar rocks are exposed on the western flanks of the ridge 
and have there a sinuous contact with the Sur Series (?). 'The 
origin of the metamorphic series is believed to be due to con-
tact metarnor?hism on the border of a large intrusion, as borne 
out both by field relation and the intense biotitization and the 
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presence of' manganese m1n.eralsl . 
Detritus containing boulders and weathered grains from the 
Sur Series (?) is found in the base of the oldest sediment s in 
this area, the basal Temblor Red Beds at Paraiso Springs . The 
sedimentar,;~ record is much too fragmentary to approximate the 
ge. Correlation with the ty e section as pre-Cretaceous con-
sequently is used. 
1) Lindgren, ~ .--Mineral De osits-1926 
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Santa Lucia Granite (?re-Cretaceous) 
The olde t intrusive roek in the Central Coast Ranges is 
the Santa Lucia gr n ite. The name was first a plied by Lawson 
to the granitic series at Carmelo B y near Montera 1, and later 
wau expanded to include all the granites in the Centr 1 Coas t 
Ranges . 
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Portions of the northern Santa Lucia. Range , 1 r ge areas in 
the Gabilan Range,. as well as isolated areas farther to the south, 
are formed of this rock. Over tride areas the granite has been 
t he basement upon which l ater sediments were deposited and has 
furnished eh of the detrital material composing them. 
Gabilan ange 
ih 1 rgest area o~ the Santa Lucia granite in the Soledad 
Quadrangle is in the Ga.bilan Range . In this sma ll section of 
the entire range, the eo position and texture are generally uni-
form. Slight variations are found, however. 
In the northe stern portion the rock is a holocrysts.lline, 
coarse grained rock, ei·her a muscovite or binary granite . The 
major ele ents are quartz and orthoelase . Both microcline and 
oligoela.se ( beo n2 ) ooour together or individually as major 
or minor elements in amounts never equalling that of orthoclase . 
1) Lawson, A.W .--Geology of Carmelo Bay-U .. c. Pub. Geol. 
Ser. vI:l893 
Accessory minerals are b iotite , occasionally mus covite, gnetite 
and apatite. 
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In areas to t e east, oligoclase is generally a minor elemen t 
w~ile mierocli1e 1 al· aus major . Speeimene from this locality 
fre quently sho 1crograph1c intergro~vth . ~he major elements are 
icroelin~, .. ~ .. :.t.:.1't?., ,_ ortb.ocla e and minor amounts of ollgoclas 
(ab75 n25) to (abso n2o>• Accessories 1nelude biotite (one or 
two generations), magnet1t and occasionally muscovite~ ap . tite~ 
hornblende, and titanite. Diopsi e was resent i n one section . 
~he felspe.rs are ali ys ore or less a l t ered. 
In t he southeastern portion near the Salinas river, a number 
of horizont l egmatitic .di k s~ rich in orthoclase have i n -
truded the main body of granite. s is discussed later# the Santa 
Lucia quartz diorite and related dike rooks are intrusive i n to the 
granite bet ~ een Bryant and Stonewall canyons 1th the · roduction 
of gneissie struetur·e in both rocks .. 
Santa Lucia Rang 
small a rea of granite is in depositional con act with 
Niocene sediments on the eastern flanks or the Santa Lucia Range . 
There are some differences bet we en t his rock and t he granite of 
the Gabilan RanBe • In the few sections examined from the Santa 
Lucia Range, the rock is a spinel binary granite . Oligoclase is 
l ways a major element. Major constituents are quartz equal to 
orthocla se and oligoclase, and orthoclase equal to or greater 
Ill. 8 
Looking southward across the Arroyo Seco near its 
head at the higher portions of the Santa Lucia Range and 
the dip facets developed in the Te~tiary rocks in the 
cent er of the picture. The lower left ~ortion shows 
Salinas shale dipping eastward. 
than oligoclase ( b85 n15 ) to ( b 90an10 ). The quartz and fel-
s rs are sometimes in microg~apLiC intergrowth . ' inor element s 
ar biotite, magnetite , spinel, apatite nd occasionally mus-
covite e.nd horn~)lende. 
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ssociated with the granite of the Santa Lucia Range are 
dikes of d c1te closely allied in coml)Osition to a quartz d1or1te 
and thus are either intrusions from the rest magma of the granite 
or, more liltely • aceompa.nied the intrusion of the Santa Luci 
quartz diorit • The dacite is fine to medium grained holocry-
stalline rock ith euhedr l crystals or ho1~nblende an.d aeg1r1te-
aug1te. Other major constituents are quartz and orthoclase in 
nearly equal amounts t o that of labordorite ( b30an70 ) . The only 
minor mineral is apatite. 
ge relat:J.ona 
The Senta Lucia granite is the oldest intrusive rock of the 
6entral Coast Ranges. It has been intruded by tho Santa Luci 
quartz diorite :aeries between Stone 11 and Bryant C nyons, and 
is consequently olde~ than that rock. It is probably of - re-
Jurassic age since conglomerates de.rived f'rom tie granite are found 
in the Franciscan (Jurassic?) formation, as as revicnsly men-
tioned. Indeed, as was already cited, Fairbanks and Diller be-
lieved the granite to be at least - s old as Carboniferous.. In 
various regions 111 whic?;. it is ex osed, the granite is the base-
ment u on which the Chico (up er Cretaceous) formation was de-
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,.: os1ted. 
The granitic areas in the northern central Coast Ranges have 
stood high during the greater ortion of sedimentary history and 
:nave furnished a considerable amount of the detr1tal material com-
posing the Tertiary sandstones. It is not definit ly known \~ nether 
the Santa Luaict. grtm.ite in the Santa Lucia and the G bilan Ranges 
was covered by sedill1ent or not. The dip of the eontaet pla.~e be-
t ween the sediments and the granite of the Santa Lucia Range~ 
indicates the __ robability that Mioeene sediments covered. e.11 or,, 
at least, a large portion or the present range. 
Santa Lucia Quartz Diorit e and Related Rocks 
Santa Luci Range 
Medium g rained intrusive rocks, varying bet :een a quartz 
diorite and a granodiorita., appear on the western fl anks of Palo 
Escrito ridge in contact with both t he SUr Series (?) and Miocene 
s diments. They are exposed by upfaulting and stream-cutting 
along Basin, Sand, Tash and Paloma er e s. Detritu fro them 
is recognized in the basal members of the Miocene sediments in 
this district. Alon and and Basin creeks the granod1or1te 
is a gray sp ek led rock. The quartz monzonite east and north of 
thi locality con tains large euh~al crystals of orthoclase 
which give it a pinkish cast. 
The granodiorite is composed or quartz up to 40% and oligo-
clase with & composition simila r to t hat in the quartz monzon1te 
(ab75 n25 > to (ab90an10), mostly~ h owever, ( b 85 : 15 ). The· 
granodiorite at the head of Tash creek contains al bite (ab95an5 ). 
Orthocle.se is near l y equal to plag1oclase i n some specimens and 
is a minor mineral in others. Common aecessoriea are magnet ite, 
biotite$ muscovite , and rutile 9 A eom ~ lete absence of pyroxenes 
or amphiboles is characteristic . 
The quartz monzonite facies has essentially the same con-
stituents. Orthoclase is equal to, or greater t han, either 
quartz or ol 1goclase . Gc-casiona.l accessory minerals include 
brown hornblende , magnetite , olivine, apatite and some titanite. 
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Sta. 39-- Quartz monzonite near the contact with the Sur 
Series (?) on Pal o a creek, Santa Lucia rangeo x80 
H9locrystalline, medium-grained, seriate porphyryi 
Maj or ele ents: orthoclase, albite , quartz, biotit®; 
Minor ele ·ents: hornb lende, magnet ite, olivine 
apatite, secondary biotit i n hornblen 
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Ill . 9 
Ordinary 1ight x85 
Cross~d nicols x70 
Quartz diorite outcro s near the junction of Paloma and 
Little Sa.nd ~reeks. The mineral components are andesine, 
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(ab6oan40) to (ab7oan30), exceeding both quartz and orthoclase . 
Minor elements are biotite , magnetite and occasionally secondary 
quartz and a atite. 
Gabilan 'ange 
The quartz-diorite-quartz monzon ser es has intruded the 
Santa Lucia granite between Stonewall and Bryant Canyons meta-
morphosing bot rocks. The contact bet·neen the two series is 
not visibl • At the mouth of ryant Canyon t he quartz diorite 
j_s a mediu grained holocrystalline rock containing quartz, 
andesine (ab7oan30 ), and orthoclase in order of abundance. T e 
ccessory minerals are magnetite, olivine and apatite. One mile 
upstream the quartz dior1te is replaced by quartz monzonite com-
posed of equal amounts or orthoclase and oligoelase (ab90an10 ) 
both exceeding quartz. Minor minerals are biot1te, muscovite, 
magnetite nd apatite. 
A comparable change in composition occurs in Stonewall 
Canyon . At the mouth , the quartz diorite is composed of ande-
sine (ab65an35 ) preponderating over quartz . Accessories are 
hornblende_ augite hornblende, orthoelase and magnetite, as ell 
as occasionally secondary quartz with undulating extinction. 
Up.stream , a mile and s. l1alf, the quartz diori te is replaced by a 
quartz monzonite with equal amounts of oligoclase (ab75an25 ) and 
Sta. 80-- Quartz diorite ne ar tne mouth of Bryant Canyon 
in the Gabi l an range . x27 
Hypocrystalline, percrystalline, fine-grained , n iatal 
persemic; 
MajoP el ements: quartz , orthoclaae equal t o andesine 
(ab70 n30); 
Minor ~l em~nts: agnetite, olivine, and apatite . 
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Ill. 10 
Ordinary li.ght x27 
Crossea nicols xZ? 
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orthoclase each subordinate to quartz . Biotite is the only ac-
cessory. All salic minerals sho strain shad~Ns. 
Dikes 
The intrusion of the quartz diorite-quartz monzonite-
granodiorite series vas accompanied by and is associated with 
various dikes. The prominent ones are more basic than the rocks 
intruded and show, in their chilled borders, an elapse of time 
between major and minor intrusion .• 
Dikes are not JllumePous on the estern side of the Salinas 
valley. 11tie dikes near the quartz monzonite-Sur Series (?) 
contact cut the met or~ hic series. holocr talline, fine 
grained hornblende andesite on Basin CI'eek conta:I.ns ho1')nblende 
as a major element pre.onderating over labordorite (ab5an95 ) 
with magnetite and zircon as accessories . 
In the Gabilan Range the largest dike, a dacite porphyry, 
has a length of over a mile near Stoneaall Canyon. Several 
other: dikes have the same composition. Weathered fragments 
and the surface outero ·s of th1s rock resemble a compact arkosic 
The smaller dikes near the mouth of Stonewall Ca.nyon are 
fine grained hypoerystalline (largely) hornblende a.ndesites. 
Ma jor elements include hornblende , labordor1te {ab30an70 ), and 
augite with minor a.mounts of b1ot 1 te, magnet.1 te, 011 vine~ quartz, 
orthoelase and apatite. 
St • 128-- Dacite porphry , a dike rock in Stonewall Canyon 
in the Gabi l an range . x25 
Hypocrystal line , hyal acrysta l line , fine to medium-
grained , hiatal por hyritic , se · patic; 
Ma j or elements: ol igocla se , orthocl ase , quartz, occasionally 
phenoc1" ··· sts of quartz , oligoclase ( ab80 n2 ) , carbonates , g l ass , and magnetite . 0 
Minor elements: s ometimes leucoxene 
Re arks : Some a l teration of earlier formed phenocrysts 
accompanied by a rim of carbonat • 
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Ord h1at-y 1 i 8 ht x 25 
Crossed nicols ~zs 
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The 1 rge dike of dacite porphyry contains phenoerysts which 
are both rounded and ngular crystal of quartz or oligoclase 
(ab80an20 ). Thes earlie crystals are surrounded by r ms formed 
by carbonate. Jlajor element s a.re oligoclaee, orthoclase, aua.rtz , 
magnetite, and interstitial glass and c rbonatos. Leuco ene is 
the only minor mineral. 
ge and co r -elation 
The quart z diorit e s eries was formerly considered as a 
variant of the Sant a Lucia granite of the Coast Ranges . Th.is 
name was originally ap,lied by L.awsonl t o a or ·h rit1c granite 
near Carmelo . Tr sk belie s the por horitie granite t o be 
differentiat of a much more extensive i ntrusion of quartz 
diorite ~hich appears in large areas 1n the Senta Cr uz Quad-
r angle2 as well as in t he Point Sur ~J,uadrangle3. Consequently 
Trask ropo ed the name of Santa Lucia Quartz Diorite to in-
elude rocks of this series 1 reserving the te~m of Santa Lucia 
granite for- the granites of the Santa Lucia and Gabilan Ranges . 
In spite of the fact that the name is ap.,lied in the Sole-
dad ~:.~. ?- .:i :.Ningle to a s e ries of rocks w"1ich include quartz diori te , 
monzonite , to a granodiorite , it i s felt this may logically be 
l) Lawson , A. W.-op . c i t . 
2) Branner, J .-News om , J . F ., Arnold , R •. --op. cit . 
3 ) Tras~ . P. D.-cp . cit. 
done since Trask used the name for a series containing both 
quartz diorite and porphor1t1c granite. 
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e quartz diorite in the Santa Cruz Qu drangle metamor-
phosed pre-Fr neiscan (Jurassic?) sediments during its intrusion. 
Consequently its age must be pre-Jurassic . In the Soledad area 
the quartz diorite series evid ntly has intruded the Santa Lucia 
granite of the G bi la.n Range and 1s p.ost granite for that reason. 
Sedimentary ocks 
General 
The sedimentary history of the coastal region is a rocord 
of a series of oscillations of the coastline during the past . 
From the composltion and distribution of many or the formations 
of this region, portions of the antral Coast Ranges ave been 
stable over much of Tertiary time. The oscillations must have 
be~n accom anied by extr me d formation or the earths crust. 
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Some blocks have received several thousand feet of sediment vvhile 
adjacent localities r ceived little or none. As mentioned pre-
viousl , deposition took place in the central Coast Ha.nges at 
irregular intervals through the Mesozoic and Tertiary . During 
t his time the Fr neiscan (Jurassic?), C.,'bico (up!)e·r Cretaceous) ,, 
artinez (Eoc ne) and numerous Miocene and later formations were 
laid down . 
The absene.e of pre- Miocene sediments over a considerable 
portion of the central Coast Ranges is an indication of extensive 
1 nd masses during that time or, at least, of or1ly shallow sub-
mergence,. This region , as well as most of the area west of the 
Sierra Nevadas in southern California , was submerged during the 
tiocene with the deposition of enormous thicknesses of sediments . 
In the central Coast Ranges -this submergence is evidenced by the 
great distribution of iocene sadLment which, if the contact with 
the crystalline rocks was rejected, would pass over and cover all , 
b4 
or the greater portion, of the existing peaks. The fineness of 
the Salinas shale series (middle Miocene) and its uniformity over 
great thicknesses and. are..as is an evidence of wides9read submer-
gence. 
The sediment~r ~ section is much larger on the western side 
of the Salinas .. " .. s.11ey than on the eastern. Consequently, submer-
gence took place unequally. A section of several hundred fe.,t 
of fartinez south of the Soledad Quadrangle sho vs that t his in-
terior basin was present thl')ough most or the 'l8ertiary . The sedi-
mentary record is more complete towards the south and submergence 
probably proceeded from that dir•ection. 
Du.ring parts of the Miocene, there was an archipelago of 
islands and a great inland sea in the present Salinas depression . 
Shallow seas during Vaqueros and Temblor times washed the then 
low-lying Gabilan Range to the east and the Santa Lucia Range 
north and west of the Salinas basin. This inland body of water 
was connected with the ocean along Paloma creek in lower rniddl 
· 1ocen~ tim since sediments of this age are found there which 
reflect the near-by land in the texture of the sandstones. 
Gradual and complete emergence extending from the upper 
~iocene into the Pliocene brought about the withdrawal of this 
inland sea. In its place was left a. broad depression with scat-
t ered fresh water lakes and torrent.al streams. The continental 
Paso Robles formatton (upper Pliocene , lower Pleistocene) for-
mation was de9osited in many sections of t his bas in. As pre-
viously mentioned, regional u~lift, with slight oscillations , 
bas continued to the present time. 
Soledad Quadrangle 
Inland seas occupied ortiors o~ the basin durine Paleocene 
and lower Miocene tirf!eS. During the same intervals the Soledad 
Q.uadrangle stood high and was first p-artially submerged in the 
lower middle Miocene when the Temblor formation was de _osited. 
In the continued. period of de ression. from the rrdddle !iocene 
into the Pliocene, over ten thousand feet of marine sediments 
were laid down on the western side of the Salinas valley . 
emergence~ w c may have taken place during this interval, was 
of minor importance since the format ions are accordant with one 
another and e~eh 1.s composed of material of untiorm size. 
The Mio cene basin had a gre ter depth southward. This is 
hown by the increasing fineness of detritus in tha direction. 
A shallo' connection with the ocean to the north existed along 
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the present line of Paloma creek. Portions of Palo Escrito ridge, 
of the Santa Lucia · ange., and probably of the Gabilan Highlands ~ 
were .slevated during lower middle · oeene and upper Miocene~ or 
were ~.:Nept by currents :ln shallow -:ater . The sands of the Temblor 
e.nd the Santa farga.ri t.a (upper Miocene) formations ho the 
proximity of land in their sorting and com. osition. 
Temblor sandstone (lower m!ddle Miocene) 
The Vaqueros sands tone (lower ~iocene), at the type locality 
Ill. 12 
Looking northwest i n Sand Creek at white calcareo ~s 
Sa..Li.nas shale lying on an eros i on surface cu-c across i:;ne 
Santa Luc i a Quartz Tiiorite. The ca nyon a t "t .uis poin-c; is 
st :'aight-walled and ne9rly one hundred fe fft de 0p. 
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a.long Vaqueros creek south of the Arroyo Seco was not de osited 
i n t he Soled~d Quadrangle although both dis t 1 icts a re in the same 
basin . The period of Vaqueros deposition is reprlesented in this 
area by an inter val of erosion which produced the rock-cut sur-
face u9on w~ich the Temblor formation was deposited. 
The Temblor• sandstone , an arkosic detritus of consistent 
composition \ yas de:ri ved from local sources. The variation in 
size indicates the relative position with respect to old shore 
lines. 
Tl~e basin , during this period , lay between the present Santa 
Lucia Range and Palo Escri to ridge . F1rom the decrease in size 
of particles 1 t he depth 'a a.s greater towards the center and to the 
south. The exposures west of Palo Escrito ridge are continuous 
with a 1 rge area of sandstone in the Salinas valley, south of 
Paraiso Springs . One s mall outcrop ap~ ears on Piney Creek where 
the str &m has cut through the overlying Salinas shale. 
I n itial 1rregul 1ties were present in the T ~ blor basin . 
Consequent l some sections are greater than others. West of Palo 
Escrito ridge the section gradually increases to r:ards Paloma 
Creek and has a minimum t hiekne s in the vicinity of Bas in Creek . 
The section in the Salinas valley, south of Paraiso Springs, is 
·bout 1100 feet thick. The basal red beds in t he Salinas depres-
sion probabl y belong to the same format ion. 
Nest of Pa.lo Escrito ridge the maximum thickness is 200 feet. 
Along Tash Creek the Temblor sandstone is 50 feet t h ick. A mile 
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and a. half south of Tash creek$ on Sand Creek, t h is ls r .. duced to 
20 fe et , and on Bas in Creek, two miles to the south, only thin 
outc ops are f ound. 
Lithology 
The Tem·olor formation, characteristically, is a white a.r 1"'-
osic sandstone. T"ne cement includes both ealeite and iron oxides . 
The degree of induration is variable . Along Tash Creek the Tem-
blor beds are massively bedded and jointed. The brown color at 
this locality is due to the l arge a.mount of iron oxide resen t .• 
Rounding of the grains is a function of the distance rrom 
the orig inal shoreline. The only exception to this occur,s in the 
up~ er beds of the section in the Salinas valley. Near-chore 
pha.es re sub-angular to angular and t hose off-shore are round 
to sub-angule.r. 
The Temb lor sands include quartz, oligocle. se (a.b80 n20 ), 
some orthoclase and minor mounts of biotite, magnetite, ilmenite 
and traces of leueox ne, chlorite and hematite . Quartz and fel-
s pars com9ose at least 90% of the rock with quartz either pre-
dominating over or subordinate to r ls par. de ending u on position 
in the basin. The felsp .rs commonly ar·e greatly e.ltered. 
The d e pendence of composition upon position within the basin 
is clearl y sho m by analyses• Off- s hore, as along 1~Pash and u pper 
Sand Creeks, quartz greatly predominates as much as 3o:'fo, over fel-
spar. Only traces or femic minerals are to be found . Samples 
collected near to former shore-lines contain nearly equal amounts 
Sta .7-- Temblor sandstone x25 
1 
\ Med i um- grained, angul ar ; 
\ Maj or elements : calcareous cement , quartz; 
1 \ Minor ele ents: orthocla.se , ol igoc l ase (ab90 n 10 ), 
' hornb l ende, magnetite, and microcl ine . 
Sta o 25-- Temb lor sandstone from Gilleylen 's cinnabar 
clai • x27 
Medium-grained, sub-angular to angul r; 
Ma jor ele ents : calcareous cement, quartz; 
Minor elements : orthoclase , oligoc l ase ( b75an25 ) , agnetite, hornblende, and forarnini fer a . 
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Ill. 13 
Ord inarv 1 i ght x Z5 
Cr o s s ed n i. col s x 2 7 
6 0 
Mechanical Analysis of Temblor Sands 
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Logarithm of size in mm are otted against ercantage composition 
Location of samples 
1). On Little Sand creek near upper contact with base~ent. 
2) In Tash creeK nee~ Paloma creek. 
3) . Head of Basin creek--a green sandstone. 
4) . etween Middle and Morth faults, west of (3) •. 
5 ) . On Palo Excrito ridge v:est of Paraiso Springs . 
6) . West of Riliz creek fault and south of Paraiso Springs 
The aver·age is a medium- grained sand. Determination of 
position is bas ed on size of grain and location in the field . 
of qua rtz and f elspar whi le bi otite and other accessories compose 
abo~t 10%_ of the rocr. The co~position of near-shore sands also 
correspo:nd0 closely to th&t of the source rock and include peb-
b les from nearby crystalline rocks. 
Conditions at tee time of deposition 
Since the Temblor formation is entirely sandstone Vi ith no 
shale, the ea during deposition must have been eoni9sratively . 
shallow. This is emphasiz d by the ·varia tions n texture. 
Silic·ified fragments of wood a.re found occasionally in the 
~emblor formation. The 1 rgest piece seen by t he auth or wa~ s 
_. .,. 
section of a tree one foo.t in dia~eter. These fragments _robably 
are indicative of a tem erate climate during Temblor time. 
Paleontology 
Fossils occur at a number of localities west of Palo Escrito 
ridge. The original material is well preserved in the calcic 
cement of the rock . Casts of large bi-valves were round in the 
•sugar' sandstone near the mouth of Tash creek. Several for -
miniferal localities are present iest of Ba.sin creek. The col-
lection from the Temblor formation in the Soledad Q.uadr&~gle 
includes: 
Turitella oco ana 
Scutella merriami 
Cardium s p? 
Pecten sp? (13-14 ribs) 
Mytilus neat• Mathewsoni Gabb var. expansus Arnold 
Spisula sp? 
Calcareous algae 
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For8-..minif era 
Siphogenerine kleinpelli 
Siphogenerina collomi 
Uolivina conica 
Bolivina s.dvena 
Baggina oalifornica Cusrm1an 
Valvulineria californica 
Nonion sp? 
Robulus sp? 
Cristellaria beali 
Nodosaria obliqua (Linn6) 
Pullenia ep? 
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elation of the r:er:!blor fo1~rne"" i.0n in the ~oledad Quadrangle 
to other sections 
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The foraminifera, collected in the Soledad Quadrangle near 
the base of the Temblor formation ,est of Basin Creek, corres-
pond closely to a group obtained by N. L. Stanton in the iitlelaida 
Quadrangle, about 70 miles to the south . ~he forms from the 
.Adela1<il Quadrangle are slightly :more advanced and include one 
mor e diagnostic genus. 
In comparison it was found that the collection made by Mr. 
Stanton crone from above the siliceous shale (Salinas formation). 
The determinations on both collections were ehecked by Mr. Don 
Hughes of the Texas Company, Loa P geles . 
Mr. Hughes previously had collected from a section along 
Reliz Creeki south of the Soledad Quadrangle and belO\V the s111-
eeout:! ( ~a.line.a) shale. The grou from Reliz Creek is some hat 
older than the forms fro the Soledad Quadrangle. The Adelaida 
collection is the youngest, corlresponding in age to a section 
nea~ Crestion in the southern portion of the Salinas vall ey. 
~!r. Hughes had compil d a cha.r t of generic occurrences of 
foran::i.nifera along the co~1st. In this chart two divisions are 
recognized ~ith distinct faunal changes at 1730 feet above the 
Vaqueros contact . The 1730 feet above the Vaqueros formation is 
occunied by the molluscan assemblage from the Temblor which is 
characterized by fur itella ocoyana. The division bove this 
group is based entirely on foraminifera l evidence. The collection 
6 4 
from the Soledad Quadrangle lies in the middle of the upper zone. 
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h.ed Beds (basal Temblor for mation?) 
In the vicinity of Paraiso prings , conformably underlying, 
and r::rading into the ty ical white s ndstone of the Temblor for-
mation, is a t hic1{ section of red conglomerates , interbedd d 
sandstones, d rk shales, and t wo massive beds of white sandstone . 
'Ilie contact of this series :~ith the baserr:ent is a fault whose 
resence is inferred from the dip of the strata into the cry-
stalline rocks . Where the di is away from the crystalline rock;, 
the red eds are fine sandstones nd do not reflect in their com-
osition the presence of e. strong to ogra hie break at the time 
of de osition . The base of the section can not be definitely es -
tablished . The form tion grades imperceptibly into the over-
lying Temblor . 
~ithout fossil evidence , it is not known whether tre series 
represents basal rremblor I the Vaqueros {lower Miocene) formation 
or t he continent al Sea e {Oligocene? ) for m-tion . 
. l 
'.l.1his section is similar to one found by rrr sk ( ·i? l 5) near 
the coast . oth have an indefinite up Ler cont act and interbedded 
white sandstone member • The Red Beds do not have the s me com-
position as the t ypic al Temblor in t 1is region. 
T is formation is easily distinguished in t he field on the 
basis of color . The strata have an avera,e thickness of t hree 
1) TrasK , P .D.- Pt . Sur Quadrangle 
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f eet. The section is, for the grea er part, a conglomerate with a 
red sandstone matrix. The largest cobbles a re six inches in 
diameter and are well sorted. The majority of these boulders 
~ere derived from the metamorp ic rocks of the Sur Serie s (?). 
lteration has not advanced suffj.ciently in them to color t h e 
form ation. 
A distinguish! g feature b etween the Hed ds nd the over-
l ying 'I1emblor ands tone is the . ~e ence of rounded, scor:l.aceous, 
boulders of andesite with a maximum diameter of three inches. 
The i nt erbedded sand.stone members are similar in com ~ osition to 
~he matrix of the eong lomerates . The dark shales are in the 
u . er µortion of the secti n. 
The Hed , eds re con idered as basal Temb lor alth ough they 
might be of Vaqueros age since strata of t!.1is uer1od are also 
conformable to the Temblor formation., Kerr and Sehenck1 as-
signed a lower .aocene age to similar beds which a near, over-
lying lava flows, in San Benito c01mty. In that locality~ how-
ever, the strata show by crossbedding that they are of torrent ial 
origin. 
1) Kerr, p,.F. a nd Schenck, H. G •• Active Thrust-faul t s in 
San Benito County, Calif .-G. S . A.Bul.v36:pp4G5-494:1925 
-------- ---------- --
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As fa r.;s is .rno 
' 
1 : ~oc ne fo ions 
Lo .ar·i of s ze 1n m_-n - o .tt?d against ,.· ercents ,e e.o~ 
Loeat1o:i of ~arnol , s 
a.. s o e<1 neo.1~ local itj 1) 
). "ed snndst'1ne matrix one . il 
grain~d. . Ftu t .. 1ern_ore , sam µ. es ( l) tmd ( 2) at e fine... than 
(3) l t hou h t."_ey w·.re ta1-:en from lor.-ttl i~i .s closer ,o the 
bas immt ·on PCt, a · ~ l t. ThEry were detJosi ted during a 
slight e:·-u;ms;e .Lrl cond itions, or ere h i p-her :in th section .• 
Lithology 
The red sandstone varie in composi ion with the dist a: .. ce 
from the basement contact. The color is 1m. arted to the seri s 
by - articles of hema~ite v,hich may equal 10~ or the mntrix . In 
the vicinity of Paraiso Snrings, tho com osition is quartz 60%, 
~lbite ane oligoclase 20%, biotite 10%, hematite 10% and mino1 
arr.~unts of chlorite and t gnetite. One mile east f the base-
ment# a sam le, which , thro.ugh faulting may be higher or lower 
in the section th n tbe r·evious B.i.'1.alysis, conta ins quartz 30%, 
oligoclase-albi te 60%, hemat ite 10%, and minor amounts of 11-
menit., with leucoxene, magnetite, and biotite. 
The interbedded white sandstone at Paraiso S-princs differs 
in cor:i ~ osition from the t w previous aral-yses and does not con-
tain heme.ti te •. In 1 t qu " rtz is equal to f el sp r, 45% , and il-
menite, magnetite, and biotite co pose lo% of the s~~. le. 
Origin 
The Red Beds are believed to be of r;arine orig in. They are 
better sorted and bedded than strata deposited under torrential 
or fluviatile conditions. The color os sib l y resulted from 
oxidation in a moist elimate where the relief was small. This 
character gr adual ly would change with continued deposition. 
Thickness 
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The maximum t hickness of the Hed Beds can not be stated since 
they are in fault cont act with the basement and have a gradational 
conta ct with the overlyine Temb lor for mat ion. The maxiMum 
section e . osed is a~1roximately 1800 feet. 
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Salinas Shale (middle Miocene) 
Submergen ce was at a iaximum during the middle Miocene 
during which im0 organic and sax1 y shale, sandstone an.d lime-
stone Nere de ~ oslted. F'ormation.s of t~ j.s ge are found in many 
parts of central and southern California . Covered by v.~ ter of 
moderate d )th , t'h.e b sins of de : Oo;,iti n sank vnder accumul a ting 
load until tremendous thicknesses were l a id down. These i.,oc?rn 
have been of consiuerable economic importance in California ns 
the sourc ; of much of the etroleum. 
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he ty::>e section at d onterey is com osed largely of sandy 
shale wit:h basal a d up~ er calcareous shale members and a ca ping 
of diatomite . Salina shale outcrops along the western side of 
the Salina val ley almost conti~uously £rom Monterey to the 
vicinity of Paso Robles. South of King Cit y the shales are fo l ded 
into a syncline and _ass continuously under the valley and upon 
the flanks of the Gabilan Range . 
The Salinas sh le section in the Soledad Quadrangle is com-
posed of a lo-vrnr c a.· c areous member, a _,reat thickness of sandy 
shale and interbedded i mpJre limestone, and a small upper cal-
careous member. 
The ba se of the Salinas shale series in this a~d adjacent 
areas is always i . icated by a limestone stratum of varying 
thiclmess. In the Bol dad 1~.uadrangle t h is member is a. yellow, 
impure, sandy limestone varying in t hickness from a. few feet to 
20 feet, richly sprinkled with :roraminifera and most character-
Sta. 4-- Basal, i pure limestone in 
Very fine-grained 
Ma jor elements: impure calcite; 
Minor ele ents: quartz, andesine 
agnetite, and foraminifera. 
Salinas shale x28 
Ill. 14 
Ord i nai:'".f light x 28 
·istically accom~anied by a small pecten, Pecten (pseudameusiurn) 
peckhe.mi Gabb . The overlying brown, laminar, calcareous shales 
.also carr T casts and original material of foraminifera . 
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Under the binoculars the sandy shales in the greater portlon 
of the section,~ith a cream or buff color, ap1ear to be fine ocean 
sands, largely quartz grains with minute flakes o:f biotite . In 
weathering, the sh le breaks into angular fragme ts . 
Limestone st1.,atc.,_, wh ic frequently occur in the :uiddle and 
up~er portions of the section are impure brown limestone si 1ilar 
to that at the bqse 0f the section, hmvever , without b~ing fos-
siliferous . Tbeir t hickness is from one to six feet . It is not 
lmmm ~vhether the limestone strata are lenticular or not . 
Oil seeps and sulphur springs are present in the Salinas 
shale series along the Arroyo Seco . There is little org nic or 
bitumi nous matter in most of the formation . 
Thickness 
Intricate crumpling and foldi np, of the shales cor plicate 
measurements . 1'he sections differ great ly in various parts of 
the area . 
The greatest t h ickness west of Palo Escrito ridge is a few 
hundred feet . At the mouth of the Arroyo Seco a section across 
the north limb of Herbert t s syncline has a ma.xii. um thickness of 
nearly 8000 feet . This figure . robably is exaggerated by d1pl1-
cation in crum ling , tight folding, and mi nor variations in dip . 
Dr. Edwards 1 , in a lane table survey of possible oil 
territory, com-:-Jut ed a maximum t h ickness of about 5000 feet . fJ.'his 
is a minimum fi gure. 
2 Stalder , made a recent plane tab le survey of a section of 
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Salinas sha le in Pine Canyon near King City , 20 miles to t he south. 
The thickne ss measured was 4900 feet, which , with ortions unex-
posed towards the Salinas va lley, might be increased to 6250 fe et. 
Stalder found 35 beds of iml)Ur limestone in the up ·Jer 1200 feet. 
~he section a t t he mouth of the Arroyo Seco is at l eas t equal to 
that in Pine Canyon . 
Conditions of de . osition 
The uniformity and gr at thiclmess of the Salinas shale 
in this area are indic tions of deposition under more or less 
constant conditions. It is unlikel y that a basin over 8000 feet 
deep could exist during deposition and it is probable that gradual 
subsidence occurred with incre asing load. 
'l'he Salinas shale in this area and , as far as is known~ in 
this region, does not show litholog1c or textural variations de-
pending on position relative to the ~ re sent outcrops of t he base-
ment rock. At t he contact with t he granite of the San ta Lucia 
1) Geological staff , Shell Company of Calif., Oral communi-
cation. 
2) Stalder, w.-A section of the ~onterey (Salinas ) Shales in 
Pine Canyon, Monterey Co., Calif .-A. A.P .G.Rul. v8: pp55 :192 
Ill . 15 
Look~ ng northward near t he head of Piney Creek at the de p-
ositional contact between S8lina.s shal e on the ri gnt a nd the 
granite of t he Sc-=mt 0 Lucia Range on ·t h e left. 
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Range t he dip is 40 d egrees o f f of the basement. If t h e sedi-
ments were rejected, they woul d . as s ent irely over t he anta 
Lucia Range . Little ev:dence exists th t the Salinas shale d id 
or did no t cover most of t he Santa Lucia and Gabilan Ranges at 
one time. 
One mile south of t h is area , near the bas e of the alinas 
shales , there is a section of pure lirr.estones several hundred 
feet t h ick . Pure limestones, according to Twenhofell , op . 215, 
••••• are usually s hallmiv ·.,rnter or only moder atel y deep 
water depos its , •••••• Ther e is li ttle posi tive evidence 
of de position of limestones in very deep water . 
It is probable t hat the de?osit ion of the Salinas sha le 
took pl ace in comparitivel y shallow water. 
The Santa Margarita formation (upo,r ~ iocene) overlies and 
is accordant to the Salinas shale. A fact, general l y borne ou t 
i n t he fi e ld, is that the Sali nas shal e was not eroded to any 
extent rior to Santa Margarita deposition2 • The Santa Mar garita 
for mation overla s t h e Salinas s .ale u . on the Gabilan Ranp:e, and 
could not do so , unles s preceded by extensive erosion , if Salin"s 
shale was once de posited every'::;1~ ere in a period of g eneral sub-
mergenee. I t is i mpossible to stat e the source of the Salinas sha le 
from t he evidence a.v·ai la.b le in t he Soledad (,ua.drangle . 
l) Twenhofel, V. H.-Treatise on Sed i mentation :1926 
2) Reed, R.D.-Post-Monterey Disturbance in the Salinas 
Val ley , CaJ.if .-Journ.Geol.: v33:Pg 588 - 607:1925 
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Paleontology 
The porous condition of the siliceous shale is unfavorable 
for t he preservation of fossils. Cast of shells, which occur 
in abundance are difficult to determine . The lower limestone 
member and some of the argillaceous members preserve the original 
material . 1.acro and micro forms collected in this area are : 
Arca montereyana Osmont 
Arca near perdisparis Wiedley 
Pecten (pseudameusium) neckhami Gabb 
Calyptrea costalada Conrad 
Ma.coma s ? 
C rdiu.tn s ? 
Leda sp? 
Samele sp? 
Pandora sp? 
S isula sp? 
Echinoid s;>ine 
Smsll fish skeletons 
Foraminifera 
Bolivina advena 
Bulimina ovula d'Orbigny 
Valvuliner1a californica 
Cristellaria miocenica Chapman 
Nodosaria obl1qua (Linn~) ~ 
Nonion sp? 
The most frequent fossil in the Salinas shale is t he Area . 
Most of the casts have been distorted by eom ressive forces. 
Santa ~argarita (upper Miocene) formation 
After the de;>osition of tre Salinas shale, the sea withdrew 
in 1 art. With but slight erosion or the Salincrn shale , the Santa 
Margarita sandstone was a ccordantly deposited. This formation, 
one of the im ortant units in the Salinas de ression, derives its 
name from the town of Santa Margarita in the southern part of the 
valle y . 
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The Santa Margarita formation is one of the lower members of 
the San Pablo group. In the Salinas valley as else-here it is 
conformable with the u per members, the Etehegoin and Jacalitos 
formations, lower Pliocene. lhis series is found in many parts of 
central and southern Califo1.,.nia. 
The Santa Margarita formerly was considered as resting un-
conformably on the Salinas shale. The present view is the Santa 
Mar garita accordantly overlies the shales and that any _ossible 
unconformity is srall.1 In the Soledad Quadrangle the transition 
between the two for mat ions is ro Jrosented by a small period of 
erosion and the rewor1{ing of ... ortion of the shale during the 
deposition of the basal Santa Mar garita . In a. 'Jlane table survey, 
Dr. Edwards2 used small erosional gutters in t1e shale to m.rk 
the contact between formations west of Reliz creek . The Santa 
1) Reed, R.D.-o .cit. 
2) Shell Oil Compan y , Oral com.~unication 
Margarita s andstone was folded with t he Salinas sha le in this 
vicinity. 
Areal distribution 
Some of the exposures of the Santa Margarit a sandstone 
indicate t he ;>resence of nearby land and are near the northern 
limit of de osition in t he Salinas vg_lley . These beds outcro 
continuously southward from the point of ma.x inru.m t hickness at 
t he mouth of the P. ·royo Seco and rim Herbert' s syncline. Two 
isolated outcro s , one 4 miles west of the mouth of the Arroyo 
Seco and the other one mile north , have a cap~ ing of conglo erate. 
Conditions of deposition 
Sandstone fr~om this forrna tion is uniformly fine and well 
sorted. The texture and t he massive eharacter of the beds in-
dicate that de os1tion occurred in water of moderate depth. The 
grains are much smaller towards the south and it is probab le, 
in conjunction with the greatest areal distribution, that the 
Santa Margarita basin had a g_r•eater de th in that diI'ection. The 
upper ortion of the section is conslderably coarser grained than 
t he rest and marks t he return of shallow wat er conditions. 
The t h ickness varies considerably. The western exposure 4 
miles from t he mouth of the Arroyo Seco, is over a hundred f ee t 
t h ick. It is composed of gently south,rnrd dipping, white sand-
stone ca?ped by a conglomerate some tens of f eet thick. The con-
glomerate cont a ins granitic and quartzitic pebb les 1n a coarse 
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sandstone matrix . The northern ex~osure , one mile from the nouth 
of the Arroyo Seco, is about a hundred feet thic~ and is overlain 
by a similar conglomerate r~ember . At t h is point the series dips 
stee ly towards the Salinas va lley and is in f~ult contact with 
the underlying Salinas s ha le. Ex·f}osurBs along Reliz Creel' and 
Herbertts syncline have a maxi mum thickness of 300 or 400 feet. 
T1..J.e ma..~imum section of 1815 feet at the mouth of the Arr.oyo 
Seco , is com osed of fine white sandstone in mass ive beds which 
dip unif r l!l ly 35°E toHa.:rds the valley. The tl t per and lower lirrii ts 
are not definite. T'.ae basal portion is transitional from the 
underly ing Salinas sha l e a nd is . artly r·e~ orxed material. The 
cont ac t ~ms drawn at the first ap;Jearance of $andstone above shale. 
The succeeding hundred or so feet arc alternate beds of sands tone, 
up to ten feet t:hick, and shale. In these a.re found sever~a1 large 
concretions. T:.o remaining 1500 feet is com~osed of massive , 
unifox .. m, soft, "hi te sandstone in ';:>eds up to 40 .feet. The top of 
the section is covered by re ent al luvium. 
MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF ThE SAN'I A MARG ITA FO RMATI ON 
o")" 
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'l~.,:~"t"'-'L 0.6~!J._ ~~1_~"""' ~~~~.. 1J~~ ~()., ... ~~ 
Logarithm of size in mm plotted t gAinst percentage composi ion 
Location of samples 
1 , At sh ale contact-SE edge of sheet, east of Reliz creek 
2). At sh le conta ct west of Reliz creek in lerbert's syncline 
3). Half way up in sec t i.on at the mouth of Arm yo Seco 
4). Top of section a.long Arroyo Seco 
( 1) shows an exce . tionaJ l y ·ii.·ell sorted sand of probable deep 
water origin. (2), in the same v:tcinity as (1), shows decrease 
in depth towards the west in the increased coarseness and less 
com .. lete sorting. (4) shows current or sh allow water conditions 
near the close of the Santa [argarita. 
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Lithology 
The individual grains in the Santa Mar arita formation are 
rounded to sub-angular generalize~ list of com9onent mi nerals 
includes quartz and fels ar in nearly equal amounts and minor 
quantities, with a maxi mum of 10%, of biotite, magneti e, ilmenite, 
some uscovite, leuaoxene, limonite, siderite, hematite and cal-
cite. The fels ,ar is commonly oligoclase occasionally with ande-
sine and orthoclase. 
In Herbert 's syncline the Santa M rgarit a ~ ears different 
from other ex osures. In this district it oft~n has a greenish 
color resulting from alteration roducts. The beds in this lo-
cal ity are never over 6 feet t hi ck c m ared to 40 fe et at the 
mouth of the Ar""oyo Seco. 
Shale member 
TNest of eliz creek , on the north limb of Her bert 's syn.cl ina, 
small area of dark colored shale w~th one interbedded layer of 
im _ure ye llow limestone is exposed . The contact between the shale 
member and the underlying sandstone· is not clear al though ap-
arently the two are conformible . 
Classes in sumt_er cam~ s from the Uni vergi ty of California. rte-
p.or t ed fq;ssils from this shale which were determined as Etchegoin 
(lower Pliocene ). Etchegoin beds are exposed south of this locality. 
No diagnostic :r.mterial was found which would warrant a division 
and the shale was included in the upper pa.rt of the Santa Har-
garita formation. 
Paleontology 
. number of f ossil s wePe found in a cliff exposure north 
of t he mouth of t he Arroyo Saco one mile . (TI83, R5E, sec tion 
4 ). ;.\Ko g t of the forms occur near the contact betwe en the under-
lying vthi t e , ma3 s lve sandstone with tl G over l ying congl omerate . 
The species tdent fied a.re: 
Ma.coma vanvlecki 
Maeoma sp? 
Me is sp? 
Bela.nus sp? 
Solen perrini 
Panope generosa 
Pecten ( Patino .ecten) propatulus Conrad 
Pecten crassicardo Conrad (?) 
Pecten (Lyro .. ect n) e8tr ellsnus Conr d 
Luna tis. le visi1 
rop on Bel~heri v.ttum 
Turitella vanvlecki 
The forms, in pa.rt, a.re characteristic of t h e Santa Margar-
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ita s eries while others a.re not d i agnostic. A numb er 0f the forms 
also apoear i n the overlying Etchegoin in other localities. 
Paso Robles formation (up0er Pliocene , lower Pleistocene) 
General 
A non- marine series , the Paso Robles formation , covers a 
large portion of the Salinas de ression and derives its name 
from the town of Paso Robles in the southern end of t he valley . 
These beds are also exposed in the vicinity of the coast and 
in San Benito valley . The sequence includes detritus de _osited 
on farts, in streams a.'1.d in small bodies of fresh water . 'l'he 
lake deposits in the vicinity of Paso Robles include homogeneous 
beds of limestone, marl and shale in which ar'e found various 
fresh water forms . 
T e Paso Robles formation is generally a coarsely bedded , 
slightly consolidated , series of conglomerates . The rounded 
cobbles are chiefl y Salinas shale in a sandy matt,ix . Inter-
bedded sandstone and shale are also present . As far as is 
known, diagnost~n f0ssils have not been found . 
The fresb water Salinas basin during the u:Jqer Pliocene (tnd 
lower Pleistocene resulted from the withdrawal of the sea. which 
•11 had occupied it in parts of the Miocene a.nd .Pliocene . he 
'_)resent extent of the Paso Hobles formation is an a ~~rnroximate 
measure of its original distribution . The rr,axi num section in 
the Soledad Quad:r.,angle is 1100 feet . 
Folding , which followed 5an Pablo deposition , had ceased 
for the greater part by u ryer Pliocene time . The strata in the 
Paso Robles formation lie ap~roximately in their original 
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position exce . t where disturbed by f ult1ng . 
Loc_l 
The Pas o Hob l e s beds compose a block of sediments between 
the Salin s valley and Reliz cree1r, south of the Arroyo Seco . 
The block has been tilted by faulting so t at t he strata now 
dip eastward towards the valley . The surf ce on tha.t side is a 
dip slope ~ . The western edge of th~ block has been exposed by 
Reliz creek , a subsequent stream. The strike and di. of the 
beds vary .vith position relative to the a.xis of Herbert's syn-
cline sh owing that the ost - Sruita Marg rita period of folding 
ersisted wit h diminished effect into Paso Robles time . As 
illus t rated be low, t his lock of Paso Robles sediment has been 
rotated bet v, een two faults, the King Cit y nd H.el iz Creek f aults . 
The beds in the uprer portion of the block would project con-
siderably over t he r ea of Salina.s shale, t he source of the 
cobbles . 
E 
Illus . - 1 . fie liz Creek fault; 2 , Terraces , No . 3 above the Arroyo 
Seeo ; 3 , mass ive bed of Paso Ro.bles conglomerate di r. t ing east -
\'l.~ard; 4 , present i cised channel of Ar r oyo Seco . 
Basal ssndatone beds, n.ar the junction of Reliz creek and 
the Arroyo Seco, show cross - bed.ding b y strong currents from the 
.west a:nd north. The overlying massive beds of conglomerate a.re 
as thick as 30 feet . 
Lithology 
Salinas shale cob t. les are characteristic of this formation . 
Some confusion exists in differentiating between the Pnso rtobles 
formation and younger, consolidated , surface wash . The degree 
of rounding can be used since the recent cob ·:les a.re commonly 
angul r . The Paso Robles beds have a buff or white color . 
The s ndy matrix contains quartz , 50% or more, fels ars , 
and minor amounts of biotite , magnetite and minute particles 
of shale 1 totalling a maximum of 2~~ . Traces of sphaleri te , 
volcanic glass , and ilmenite with leucoxene also are ;resent . 
Mechanical analyses show an interesting contrast between 
the continental Paso obles beds and earlier marine s dstone . 
The plotted curves of size ;( it_ r s .· eut to proportion of s ampl e 
for m rine sands have generally one and possibly brn maxirl'\a., 
depending on the ability of waves to sort . The curve for the 
Paso Robles s nds shows three such maxima . These curves h ave 
a general ap~lication in the investigation of the sandstones 
within a limited area . They show at a glance the relative 
position of ea.ch saraple during de: osition and give some concept 
of the orig in . 
Possible extent of the Paso Robles beds 
Although the present outcrops are confined to the western 
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side of the Salinas depression, the Paso Robles series at one 
time probably extended into the Sa~inas valley and some miles 
north of the Arroyo Seco . 
Pa so Robles beds on the coast possibly were continuous 
with the section at the mouth of the Arroyo Seco . Faulting , 
which tilted the Paso H.obles beds , depressed the Sa.l:i.nas 
valley. Recent alluvium conceals any possible area of Paso 
Robles strata on the down- faulted block . 
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MECHANI ,_, /\L ANALYSES OF PASO O'RLLS AND RECENT S!\!!DS 
Logarithm of size in mm plotted against 1 ercentage com osition 
Location of sam les 
1) . Recent material frou strea1L bed of Piney creek . 
2) . From the strerur bed of the Arroyo Seco near Abbott . 
(Boulders exclude ). 
3) . Sand tone matrix of Paso Roble s forma tion near mouth of 
ecent sand from } ney creek is medium sized and , al-
though not well sorted, is uniformly rounded . The sample 
fro the royo Seeo is ty~ical of a young , owerful stream 
ca abl e of trans orting large quantities of coarse n1aterial . 
The curve of the Paso obles sands is interesting in tha t 
it s hows t he rough sorting of t he material . 
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Qu ternary formations (post-Paso Robles formation) 
General 
The Quaternary section contains several units of varying 
stratigra~hic importance . ~ost of thetotal of 1500 feet was 
deposited on the de~ ressed Salinas v alley block. Tle divisions 
with in the valley are recent alluvium, fan detritus, and ter-
race material . 
Recent Alluvium 
This term includes recent detritus de osited by the 
Salinas river ar d rrinor strean.s and t e large section of older 
alluvium h ieh as been buried by later fans and terraces. 
·The alluvium de os1ted by the Salinas river is largely 
com osed o.f fine particles of shale and sand . T e stream , 
except in rlood, is slug~ish ! ith a gradient in this region 
of onl · six inche s to the miles . Besides this factor the river 
is unable to carry coarse material because the flow, most of 
the year, is intermittent and largely underground. The thick-
ness of the alluvium is unknown . The possible maximum on the 
western side of t 1.e depression is 1300 feet. None of the t.:1ells 
on that side drilled for irrigatlon purposes, reaehed basement, 
or for certain, older sediment . The deepest well , near the 
little junction of Tolus in the center of the valley, attained 
·a depth of 350 feet without ~ enetrating the alluvium . In the 
vicinity of Salinas 1 20 miles to the north, the alluvium was 
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1 penetrated t a depth of 472 feet . 
On Pl ate 2 accom nnying this reoort a re plotted the logs 
of known wells within t he Salinas valley of the Soledad j·.<.uad-
rangle . Transverse section , G- G' , near the mouth of the Arroyo 
Seco , shows a reugh pproximation of depth to com~ arable members 
in each well . On then rtbern trans verse section , F- Ft, the 
de~ h to corres ondi~g members i ncrease s towards t e center of 
the valley • . In longitudin 1 section , E- E•, an abrupt increase 
in depth to si. rni] ar me!i'lb ers occurs . 
An i n s ection of the logs of wells within the Salinas va lley 
sh o vs that the lluvium incr0ase s in amount towards the mouth 
from t h e vicinity of Soledad . Si milarly , the depth to particular 
members increases2 • he Se.lina.s river evident l y encount ered an 
area of smaller gradient n ear it s mouth. and aggraded . 
The greater portion of the a1luvium is conglomernte . If 
the drillers 'Jere able to distinguish between con lomerate and 
shale , well- log s including consi d erable shale are not charact er -
istic of the Paso Rob les section a t Soledad . I t is believed 
that Paso Robles beds Viere not encountered i n any of the r cll s . 
The alluvium in the valleys of minor strear-is west of Palo 
1) Ha.ml i n $ H.-.w::... ter d e sources of the Salinas Valley : ·.-,Jc. ... ter 
Su~ . ply Paper 89:32:1904 
2) Mr . H. Peters--consulting engineer in Salin as City . 
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Escrito ridge is largely coarse sand and boulders. T~ese streams 
flow interrni ttently during tb.e rainy n onths trans;>orting a con-
siderable amount of u..~sorted detritus . 
Fan detritus 
The alluvial fans which extend into the ~alinas valley 
from either side occu y a. considerable portion of the depressed 
area . The Salinas river, which flows on the eastern side of 
the depress ion, op __ osi te the mouth of the PJ.-royo Jeco, gradua1ly 
swin~s to the west . The fans descending from the Gabilan Range 
are longer than those at t e base of Palo Escrito ridge . 
Each fan has been t.run t d more or less by the Sa] in as 
river . All fans are cut by the streams crossing them . 
The com osition depends on the osition of the fans . Those 
at the base ~f Pale Esc~ito ridge contain boulders c:md sand 
chiefly derived from the Sur Series (?) of metamor"hics . The 
fans on the eastern side of the valley are composed of granitic 
detritus from the Gabilan ange . 
Terraces 
Well-defined terraces are develo ed near the mouth of the 
Arroyo Seco . Although chiefly cut surfa.c-es , small deposits of 
coarse conglomerate were deposited by the Arroyo Seco near the 
mouth . 
The first two terraces above the Arroyo Seco ar1 e coexten-
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Ill. 16 
Folding in recent al l uvium in t he Sa l inas valley. Looking 
towards t he south on the Par aiso Springs road two miles from 
Soledad. This small f old indi cates "tnat compr essive forces are 
ac~ ive wit n in t h e r eg i oni · 
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sive with su~faces in the Salinas de~ression develo ed by the 
Salinas river . Roth features a.re dee,ly trenched by the royo 
Seco. The aggregate thic~ness of terrace aterial in the Salinas 
valley is about 200 feet . The conglomerate and sand in tl is 
form tion were derived f r om the Tertiary rormations and cry-
stalline rocks of the Santa Lucia Range . 
Rec ent detritus fro the Arroyo Seco and Piney creek 
The c racters or the Tertiary sandstone and present stream 
detritus are compared by analyses of samples collected from the 
rroyo Seco and Piney creek at their points of entr" • '. he ·'Jur-
pose of the com ,, arisen 1 as to determine if the .s:ertiary sand-
stone was of local origin . 
A rr.arked diffe1"'enc ex1sts in composition and size . Se.nd 
from the Arroyo Seoo is conrse ar:d contains aneular p r·ticles 
of quartz, orthoclase and oligocl~se with about 15% of magne-
tite , biotite , muscovite , i l menite and traces or hornblenne . 
·The narticles from l iney creek are more rounded varying between 
medium and coarse grained . Component minerals are biotite , 
magnet ite and ilmen~te , 65~ , and minor amounts of oli oclase , 
quartz , hornbl ende and orthoclase . Both S8ID ples contain the 
essential mineral s of any Tertiary sand in this area . 
STRUCTURE 
General 
The mountainous belt on the coast of California is com-
osed of a n~~ber of indi ~ idual ranges with a general northwest 
trend .. The headlands e.re the romontories and the interrange 
de ~essions ar•e the bays and harbors . The coastal .. rovince 
has a variety of structural problems not comoletely understood . 
Folding and faulting , modified by erosion , were largely res , on-
sible for the formation of each range . 
Th structure is not monotonous throughout the province . 
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Differences exist even in adjace t areas. Ho1ever , the folds 
and thrusts are overturned or dire,ted chiefly toai rds the ocean 
on the west . The importance of folding or faulting is denendent 
in ;>a.rt ori the competence of the rocks ex~ osed. 
any .of the me..: or structures have ersisted over the greater 
" ortion of the Tertiary ond some since the :Mesozoic . Earliel:> 
movements nlong t hese lines of veakness elev., ted mountains an-
cestral• to the present ranges . '11he reduction o.f these, Lrough 
-ero.sion , furnished detritus for l ater formation ,. 
S .. lient features are manifest in the study of Coast Range 
structure . As already mentioned, many of the faults have been 
a ti ve through severe.l geologie epochs. The stability of some 
elevated areas over similarly long intervals is evidence that 
the crust ·t;as deformed unequally in the coastal region . .~any of 
the basins of depos ttion were dominantly su p,i,essed areas and 
received sediment. over lon~ periods in which adjacent areas , 
t _e pos itive elements, were but slightly submerged i f at all . 
It is not i m robable1 th t some of the maj or faults in the 
6entral Coast an ~es join the San Andreas rift either along its 
trace or in depth . Major faults, with t heir rela t ed branches , 
divide the central Coast Ranges i n to t hree ma jor blocks . ~I.1he 
Gabilan b locLr lies bet ~'1een the San .llndreas Hift to the east 
and t h e Ying City fault ..__ long the \~est side of the Salina s de-
l ression. The King City block i> located b etween the Kipg City 
fault and a discontinuo s l lne of 11Tealmess in the re.cimiento 
i')i ver ,.rn 11 .y . Pe t ween t1'.e King City block and the ocean is the 
Santa Lucia b lock2 • 
Although the 3a:n Andreas R:tft ms not in rcstigated in the 
progress of this re_ ort, a g eneral descri tion of it should be 
included for its ~ ossible relation to Coe.st Hange structure . 
The Rift is essenttally a horizontal line of move nent . Th,, 
western block has moved northward with res .. ect to the eastern3 • 
Structures , most easily assigned an origin , are those re-
1} Noble , I, .-San Andr eas Rif~t and s or~e oth er active fa.ul ts 
in the desert region of southeastern Calif.: Seis . Soc . 
Aterica :Bul:vl7:25-39:March 1927 
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2) Read, H . D .• - Pnst- Monterey Disturbance in the Salinas Valley 
Calif.-J.G.:v33:590:1925 
3) La""v son, et al .-San Francisco Earthquake Pepo!tlt:l906 
lated to stresses along the San mdreas Rift . Such fea-ures 
are the result of the drag effect of one bl-0ck on the other or , 
of the pressure of one block a~ainst the other. A number of 
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these may be mentioned as the !f.Htilija .cwerturn (Kerr• nnd ~chenck , 
1928) , Frazier and Liebre ~ ts. overthrusts and the Cuyama. thrust 
(Gazin, 1930) . The last trree are in the Tehachipi ~ountains . 
~hrusts are resent also at the southern nnd of the San Joaquin 
valley (Hoots 1930) . Nlln'erous reverse and thrust faults have 
been described whic branch from the Rift in the San Gabriel 
mount a ins , (Noble , L . , 1927 ) • 'l~he branch faults run at a s-m,:;i 1 
angle or parallel to the Rift for some dis t a.."1.ce . fl y have 
been fo l lowed back into the master fauJt . It is possible that 
vertical faults , not directly related to the Hift , n.ay have 
resulted from dee .. - seated fore .s et u in i'"·s movement . 
Central Coast Ranges 
Many workers believe that many of the f aults in this region 
are related to the Sa.n .Andreas Rift . B . L . C arc believes thn t 
the King City fault joins the Hift in the vicinity of Carrizo 
Plains1 • The faults between the King City fault and the ocean 
have no a~ arent connection with t~e Rift . 
As previously outlined , -he major faults int. e centr 1 
1 ) Clar k , . L.-Tec t onics of the Valle Grande of Calif .-
vl3:p 204:Amer . Ass . Pet . Geol:1929- 0ral Cormnunication 
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Coast rlan es roughly describe elongate blocks which trend north-
west . The Ga.bilan and the King City blocks a.re concerned in 
this report . Within each block are faults wh ich, in part , are 
branches of the ma.ior fault . The sediments on the individual 
blo cks generally are folded . In p&rt , the folds in the sedi-
ments are related to f1~actures , many of them th1"'usts , in the 
underlying crystallines . Thia is a.lso suggested by the mutual 
trend and age of thrusts end folds . 
Three eriods of ost- Miocene movement occurred 1n the 
eentral Coast a ees . The first movement during late Pliocene 
or early Pleistocene was accompanied by folding of t he sediments 
and overthrusting t owards the west and some normal faulting , 
possibly not contemporaneous .. rrhe maximum shortening was in a 
north or northeastern direction . The Santa Lucia Range ~as 
elevated during this period . (.racolls , 1925 and Trask , P . D. , 
1926) . 
In the earl y Pleistocene steep- angled and normal faulting 
took place a.long to th old and new lines of wea1mess .-.l.nd defined 
the pre ent topography , now modified by erosion . In the same 
period robably not simultaneously, thrusting reoccurred along 
Pliocene thrus ts . Tbe Salinas shale near the rnout __ of the N _c-
imiento river was thrust ea.stwa:i:,.d in a direction generally op-
_ osed to maj or thrusting during the Pliocene1 • Thrusting took 
1 ) Stanton , w. L.- Oral CommtL.~ication 
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place in both adjacen bloc1 s to~ards t he San Andreas Rift1 • 
Most of the faults in the central Coast anges have been 
~ead or dorm nt i n historic tiMe . The San Andreas i ift is 
responsible for recent thrusting fran the nest in the Gabilan 
Henge since the conditions are not du 1i ated elsewhere1 • 
Pliocene thrust we e directed c hiefly towards t he ~ est. 
Pt the northern nd of the anta Lucia r ange , Tr sk (1926) 
found a umber of t hrusts which override towards the west on 
tJrust- ~ la..~es i nclined from 30- 700?IB . The horizontal compon-
ent of movement is co nsiderably in excess of 10, 000 feet . About 
forty miles south of t h is locality thrusts similarly directed 
involve Salinas J. ale . 2 A crude sketch , trending southwest 
across the Sant~ Lucia R· nge , ( about ten miles south of the 
oledad ~uadrangle), illustrates this feature : 
Con'- Peo_.\I, 
5000' 
':>a..n\:<l.. Lv <- \<>v 
?e.o.\<. b0001 
/ 
1) Kerr and Schenc ~ , ct 1ve Thrusts in San Benito Co ., 
Calif . : Geol. Soc . Amer: v36: 479 .1925 
2) Sketch by J . P. Buwalda 
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In the Soledad '-:iUadr~'r);gle the Santa Lucia Q.uartz Diorite 
has been thrust from the west ov r Salinas shale on a fault plane 
0 dipping 15-45 south and west . The minimum horizontal component 
is 500 feet . As previously mentioned , a similar thrust is found 
t the mouth of the acimiento river. 
The oppositely directed thrust lanes, if continued at the 
same angle , would intersect along a line considerable ess than 
ten miles below the surface , cer ~ ainly not in the zone of flow-
age. Mechanical difficulties enter the problem if tbese th~~sts 
are considered to be of the same age . It is impossible for rock 
to move in two directions at the s cme time without flowing. If 
the thrust planes steepen in depth and do not intersect, the so.me 
difficulty occurs. A small6r cross-section, beneath t e surf ce , 
~ould occupy a larger area on the surface and this is impossible 
wit hout rock flovage . If the thrustn are considered as under-
thrusts of the same age and with fault planes stee_ening with 
depth, the problem is ossible . Accomodation would occur by 
portions of the underthrust block entering the zone of flo'1a.ge . 
If the op;;>ositely directed thrusts ai.,e considered as over-
thrusts, which seems mo1'e •. robuble , there must have been an elanse 
of time between their movements . Overtr.trUsting to·mrds the east 
might take plcitce after the crust was thickened through the enor-
mous movement in a westerly direction . 
One of the unanswered questions in the central Coast Ranges , 
as in other regions, is in reg ~ rd to the reversal of stresses in 
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succeeding ceriods . The solution r:nay involve changes in direc-
tion of aoplication of the forces. 
Although fol ing has been m.ent"oned as incidental in the 
central Coast Ranges , it is equally or more in:portant than 
faulting in areas of sedimen.tary rocks. No clear evidence can 
be cited as to what effect folding in the overlying sediments 
has on the rocks of the underlying basement. The rolds, in 
part, have some relation to the faults . .ost of the Pleistocene 
faults cut the Pliocene folds. 
Soledad Quadrangle 
The i mportance of either folding or faulting is related to 
the rocks exposed . · In the area occupied by sediments west of 
the Salinas valley , folding is the mo st prominent structure . 
The crystalline rocks elsev.rhere are cut by several faults of 
considerable n:a.g:n itude . On the whole ~ folding is less i mportant 
than faulting which has produced the present modified topograryhy 
and , in :)art , ma be responsible for t• ~ e folding. 
There were two major , and possibly a third mi nor , periods· 
of movement . These stages were in the early Pliocene and in the 
Pleistocene possibly '7ith minor niovement between them. Pl iocene 
faults are established on their lack of any topographic . expres-
sion . The perlod of erosion following faulting •vas of suffic i ent 
duration to remove all surface expr es sion . Pliocene movement is 
recognized by stratigra hie discordances . Pleistocene fault ing , 
ta:-ting place on a much l arger scal e than the Pliocene , \ve. s recent 
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enough and of sufficient m~gnitude still to be mcnifested in the 
to ography. 
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The Gabilnn block was cut in Pleistocene jme by t e Stone-
wall Canyon fault along the eastern side o f t e Salinas valley . 
The -ing City block is divided into a number of minor com onents 
by faults which trend at n angle to the King City fault. The 
Reliz Canyou ..1 ~ B.11lt elevated the Salinas s"1ale west of lieliz creek 
so that it now as an Dngular coni-act 1'lit the Santa. Margarit 
sandstone. This fault "'_)robably is coexte~ftive with a marginal 
fault at the base of Pnlo Escrito ridge in tre vici i~y of Paraiso 
Springs . Thus conceived, the Reliz 0reek fa lt oin.s the King 
City fault north of Paraiso S rings . The last movement on it 
tilted the block of Pa o Ro bles strata east of rteliz creek . 
The Paraiso Sprines fe lt, oblique to the trend of the King 
City fault, ha offset st~ictures a£! elevated a tongue of cry-
stalline rocks in a ridge north of P~1raiso Springs . Its trace is 
marked by a subsequent valley in the crystalline rocks west of 
Para.iso Springs. Near the cx'est of Palo Escrito ride, a 'iVedge 
of Temblor sandstone has been dro _ ed bet;11reen crystalline rocks . 
The Paraiso Spring s fault may terminate some of the faults wes t 
of Palo Eecrito ridge . 
A number of faults with minor branches e.re present wes t of 
Palo Es crito ridge . The ridge is outlined as a structural unit 
between them and the King City fault on the ast. Palo Escrito 
ridge has been elevated on the wes t by the north and Middle 
faults . 
The Nor th fault is loc a l and can not be trnced far . Move-
ment on it may have occurred either in the Pliocene or Pleisto-
cene . It 9roba.bly 1 1as formed in the Pleistocene period since 
it is aligned . 
The Aiddle fault is an im ~. orta.nt st1.,ucture in the King City 
block . It has elevated Pal o Esc1"i to ridge and can be followed 
a number of miles beyond this area by t:.. continuous break in tl' e 
topogra hy . Since the Middle fault offsets the Salinas surface , 
early Pleistocene, it is of that age . The branches of the Viddle 
fault have two trends . The c hief trend i s east-west . In the 
vicinity of Sand Creek the trend is northwest . 
Pl iocene faulting 
Tash Creek Thrust' 
~'he Tash Creek thrust was formed during the Pliocene by 
compressive stresses scting from the south and west . '"" he eriod 
ef faulting was follo1Ved by an erosional interval of sufficient 
duration to remove e..ny topographic expression that may ave 
existed. In the field the evidence for t his fault is largely 
stratigraphic . Tbe cri.ystalline rocks of the Santa Luci a quartz 
diorite series, c ap . ed by south"va.rd dipping Temblor sandstone , 
have been thrust over Salinas shale north of the fault . 
The trace of t his st~~cture , although in a general east-
west direction,. is irreO'u.lar in the locnlities where the fault 
can be established . The dip , varying bet11Jeen 15- 450s,. is less 
steep towards the west and the contact is more irregular • 
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The massive Temblor sandstone lying on the southern slo e 
of the overriding block has been tilted and now di p s 17°s near 
the fault and 120s one half mile south of it . 
The minimum throw on the 'I'ash Creek Thrust is 500 feet . 
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The minimum horizont .1 corn onent, depending on the dip ()f the 
fault , is either 500 or 1865 feet . This is considerably less 
than the mini rmm1 of 10 , OOO feet which fJ'ra sk found at the northern 
end of the Santa Lucia Range to be towards the ocean . 
The thrust continues fo1-; an unl{nolfm distance to ~ ar,ds the 
vrnst . In the vicinity of Basin Creek the fault is lost in 
alinas sbale . It p obably extends farther east than it da.n be 
traced on the surface and possibl~ i s cut by Pleistocene move-
ment on ieliz Cre~k fault . north of the . rejected line of the 
thrust , the Temblor beds dip 24°1.1 while the ove1 lying 0 alinas 
0 
shale , or£1inarily accordant , dips 40- 50 N. for one half a mi l e 
south of this pro jected line . 
Since the Pl iocene disturbance wa.e dominant ly comrcssion , 
other faults in this area , which ure stee?- angled or normal 
faults , are assigned to the Pleistocene perl.od . 'lhe age of 
some f ults , however , can not be definitely determined . 
Pleistocene faulting 
King City Fault 
ormal faulting occurred on a u ide snrle during the early 
Pleistocene . The King City f ault; the most prominent structure , 
follows the Lase of Palo Es crito ridge on t he ~es tern side of 
the Sal inas depression. Movement along this fault elevated the 
ridge to the west and depressed the Gabilan block to the east . 
Although the King City fault is ouried under later fan and ter-
race deposits , its presence can be established by stratigraphic 
and physiogra.phic evidence, as discussed previously. 11he field 
relations , are indicated in section A-A•. Tertiary sediments 
may lie under the alluvium of the v alley although -hey are not 
shown there. 
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The King City fault can be established where the crystalline 
rocks of Pe.lo Escrito ridge have preserved the topographic ex-
pression of a re.ult . The evidence south of the Arroyo eco is 
not clestr and he.s led to doubt of the presenee of a. fault in the 
e.linas de re sion . Soutl) of King City the Saline.s shale and 
Santa llarg ri ta sandstone continue across the valley in a syn-
elinal fol.ra.1 • Clar k2 believes that fault relations can be 
traced cont in :i.ously southward and the.t the King City f ault ,joins 
the San Andreas Rift in the v1cin1 ty of the Car-rizo Plains . 
In this are the King City fault3 is a master f ault with 
great dis ~ lacement and a µrofound e.ffect on the pr esent topo-
1) English, ~ .A . -Geology and 011 Pros pects of the Salinas 
Valley- Parkfield f. rea, U .s .G. S . Bu1 . 691 
2) Clark, B . L . -oral comrr.u.n lca t ion 
3) Termed the Santa Lucia Fault-Report of State Eurthquak~ 
Commission-vl:part l: ~ pl9:1908 
graph¥ · The nature of the f ault pla~e can not be established . 
T1-:e Reliz Creek fault, _ branch structure, is a steep normal 
fault and the King City fault may be likewise . 
Comnutation of the throw on the King City fault is based 
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on the displacement of the Sa.J.ine.s surface on Palo Escrito ridge 
above its . ·rejection under the valley lluvium. The a";}'.JroJ irnate 
movement of _ooo feet includes the 3000 feet of the sea p above 
the fan heads on the vestern side of the de ression. 
The age of the King City fault is early Pleistocene. The 
latest ove~ent di laeed the Pleistocene, al nas, old age 
surface, and tilted and possibly truncated the ?aso Hobles beds . 
The fault is de d or dormant since it has not cut the surfaces 
of either the fans or terrae~s vhich cone al it . 
Stonowo.11 Cs.nyon Fault 
A minor normal fault follows the eas·tern side of the Salinas 
de 1. re~sion in the Ga.bi la.n block . F'our prominent shear zones with 
an average di of 73i0sw are exposed in a roadcut in Stonewall 
Canyon . The traee northwestward is marked by occasional areas 
of breccia, white granulated rock , and gr en e .loritized granite . 
The t:c~end of the f ult changes a.bruotly towards the north in 
that portion of the Gabilan hange . 
The displa cement increases towards the north rnst. l:i eyond 
this quadrangl e the fe.ult is responsible for the definite topo -
graphic break along the eastern side of the Salinas de ression . 
Ill. 17 
Stonewall Canyon fault as seen in Stonewall Canyon 
one half mile f r om i~ s mouth. This shows one of ~he four 
zones of movement which are present at this lJ cality. This 
normal f a-:ilt ~ollows . the e~s ·t ern ed~e of . "the Sa.li~.s valle~ 
a nd at 'this J:Jlace, di1's 7 3 ·v-1es·tward. This fault was formea. 
in early Pleistocene ~ime. 
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Ill. 17 
Stonewall Canyon :fmll.t as seen in Stonewal l Canyon 
one half · mile f r om i~ s mouth. This shows one of ~he four 
zones of movement which are present at this lo calit y. This 
normal f ault fol lows ·the e~s 't ern edge of ·"the Salinas valley 
a nd at 'C his J)lace, diyS 7 3 wes·tward. This f'aul t was formed 
in early Pleistocene ~ime. -
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The trace c a:rm not be follo'.ed southen t of C)tone¥all Canyon. 
·i·he f r-ult may die- out in that direction . The disolacement is 
small, ~ robably no more th n a. few te~s of feet . Since t e 
Stone-:rnll Cnnyon fault cuts the Salinas surface , it is of 
Pleis tocene age . 
~aults in the King City block 
Reliz Creek F ult 
The Reliz Creek fault se a.rates a wedge shaped segment 
from the King City block. This normal fault has r a ised the 
Sa.l ina.s shale on its ,west so t hat t he conta ct is discordan t 
wi t h the overlying Santa Mar gari t a sandston e. Beautiful ex-
o sures of the f au 1 t . la...'tle are seen long Reliz Creek and nenr 
the northern bridge h ead on the Arroyo eco . At these no1nts 
the fault dips 53~ - The u ~ lifted Salinas shale west of tre 
fault di s 53- 65oE . The downthrown Santa Tur r garita beds dip 
0 55- 43 E . 
"orthwnrd f rorn the Arroyo Seco the Reliz Creek fau.lt c.:~n 
be traced by r ., as of do~m f u 1 ted Santa .Margarita. sands tone . 
The foul t in the vicinity of P raiso Springs is not apparent 
lthough it robab l y continues into a similar fault north of 
t hat resort a t the base of Palo Escrito ridge nd ~here joins 
the King City fault~ at sl i ght ang l e . 
As illustrated und er the stratigraphic discussion of the 
P so Robles formation , movement along the Reliz Creek fault on 
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Reliz Canyon fauli; be ·1..ween Santa Mar garita sandstone on 
t he right and Salinas shale on the left. The di~ of the faul t 
plane at this po i nt is .530 east. The picture wr:.s caken near 
Herbert's r anchhouse on the wes~ side of Reliz Creek and the 
view is towa rds the north. 
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the west and probably on the King City fault to the e~st has 
rot ted the block of Paso k bles sediment so that the uoner beds 
of conglomerate now project considerably above the area of Sa-
linas shale, the source of the co··.bles . 
r:l'he amount of movement on the l~ eliz CreeJ fault is indeter-
minate . The faul - dies out to the south. If the presumed cor-
relation - it .:. the mar>glnal fa ilt north of Par-aiso Sorings is Qor-
rect, the minimum throw, res _onsible at that point for the scar 
along Palo Escrito ridge , is nearly 1500 feet . 
The evidence is not decisive as to the relation between the 
f eliz Creek fault and the Paraiso S~ring~ cross - fault . 'I'he Rel iz 
Creek _fa.ult can be "rojec t ed northwc. rd , without a,, 9arent offset , 
into 0 hat is evidently its cont uation north of the Par iso 
, rings fault. Whatever mo~rement occurred on the R.eliz Creek 
fault was l ater than that on the Paraiso Springs fault which , in 
turn, nay terminat aeainst it . 
'11he folds in the sediments arB truncated b·y the ~ eliz Creek 
fault so thA.t its age is 1s.ter than Pliocene .folding . The Paso 
Ro!)les form ,t ion lies with an B.nguler unoonforrnity of from 2?-
so0 on the Santa Margarita. beds . .4 _ 01,tion of this .discordance 
may be related to earlier movements 9.long the heliz Creel,. fa.ult 
and not to erosion . Further su ._ }Ort for earller movement e. long 
this fault is found in the vicinity of Para:tso S}rings . At this 
localitv a branch fault of the Reliz Creek fault between the 
., 
basement rocks of the Sur ~erie s (?) a.nd basal Temblor Hed ~eds 
Ill. 19 
North Fault at the head of Basin Cre ek, west of 
Palo Escrito Ridge. 
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v as offset by movenent along t he transverse Par 1so Spring s f uult . 
I}' iner lizing solutlons ascended this branch f aul 
tr ces of c alcopyritet rite and qu rtz. 
F ults r st of Palo Escr1to ridge 
North fault 
nd deposited 
~ovement on two normal faults in this vicinity has de ressed 
Tertiary sediments and elevated Palo Escrito ridge. Ihe north-
eastern of these two fau l ts is called the Nort! fault . It i .s 
marked in the to~ ogra_ hy by a series of · rosion saddles on the 
ridges crossing it and is shovm struotur lly by Tem·olor se.m.d -
stone dip ing into the cr-stalline rocks of the ridge . 
The - orth f 1 t can not be tr~,ced .a.st the area occu• 1ed by 
sediments . Sout. eastward tbe fault is not fou..Tld in Miocene beds 
w_ich ss round the no e of alo Escri to ridge .. T e North 
fault may , in fact , be cut by the Pa. ... aiso S rings fault alth ough 
no evidence .~as found in sup ort of this . Tle eom _ uted di· is 
so0s' • The d1spl c ement is not kno m . 
liddle F u lt 
T 'lis fault is one of the im;>or.ta.nt structures w:l thin the 
King City bloc:r . It continues ith increasing displacement to-
wards the west . Near Sand Creek the fa.i lt divides ~ Bet~.1een the 
branches s .all block of Temblors ndstone is do nfau1ted into 
crysta.lline rocks so that the beds dip into the cont a cts . P 
the junctton of these b ranches near S nd Creek , tl'.i.e rock is ex-
Ill. 20 
In the vicinity of Little Sand creek, isolated wedges of steeply 
dipping Temblor sandstone have been dropped between crystalline rocks 
by movement along the Middle fault. 
1--' 
1--' 
1--' 
tremely granulated and altered. ~oth brnnches a.re followed by 
small subsequent str run valleys . 
'11he P/' iddle fft\..ilt is generally ~arked by a. to ographic break 
and by f l ls in the stre&r!ls w!lich cross 1 t. 'l'ha scar0 is never 
more th. n 200 feet . ~·!est of Little S - d creek a small block of 
ernblor sandstone, di ! ping 85°s , has been dropped between cry-
stalline roe rn . 
The attitude of the fault plane is very stee ·;J, vertic 1 in 
some places . The tr ce of the Mi ddle fault has two bearings . 
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The trend for most of its length is -east-west . The branches 
follow a northwestern direction . The two directions are probRbly 
t he result of' e&rllcr· 1 nes of weakness . Since the Pliocene rr sh 
Creek Tb ust is in an e st- west direction , the inference is t~at 
this is an earlier trend for structures . 
The minimum movement on the ~addle fa.u1 t is 200 feet . '11J.e 
minimum displacement westward. beyond t he ares. map . ed , as evidenced 
by the topog ra hy , is 1100 fe t.· Since the Middle fault cuts the 
Salinas surf ce upon Palo Escrito ridge , the fault is of Pleis -
tocene age . 
Po.raise Springs fault 
The Paraiso S ~ings fault cuts obliquely across t he dom-
inant northwest trend of the faults in the vicinity of Paraiso 
S rings resort. The attitude of the fault plane can not be de-
termined . Its osition is indicated b j a numr er of phenomena 
along its trace. In the vicinit y of Parniso S rings , movement 
Ill. 21 
The Middle Fault, the depressed block of sediments, 
and Palo Escrito Ridge. 
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on t~is fault h s elevate· Palo Escrito ridge north and west of 
the resort and exposed a ridge of crystalline roclrs at t he base 
of the Red ~eds . The uplift offset the eastward di _01ng base-
ment f a.ult b ebveen the Hed Peds and the metamor·ohic rocks of the 
Sur Series (?) . 'Jest of the resort the fault plane is follovred 
b J a su sequent valley . Near the crest of Palo ~scrito rid-e, 
the f ault 1t~ s dro ped j,'erab lor) sandstone bet·een crystalline rocks 
nnd tossibly has truncated some of the faults on t he vester n side 
of the ridge . 
As r viously mentioned , the eliz Creek fault does not 
seen: to be offset by the Far(Aiso Springs fault . The age of the 
Pa-raiso 3~ ri:ngs fault is , consequently, between the Pleistocene 
nd Pliocene periods of dia.strophism . The magnitude of dis.luce-
ment i . ot known . The b nser; .. ent f".'Ul t is off set about 1530 f eet. 
If tho di of th b asement fault is tl::e same s t he Heliz Creek 
f ult , i.e . 53°E, the throw on the Pa.raise ~ ;. rings fa.ult is 
nearly 2100 feet in the vicihity of the r esort. 
T e·hot mineral waters a t the Paraiso S_rings r esort can be 
encountered at alr1ost any degth below the surface to basement 
rock at 120 feet . 0 The average t ernpera ture of the wa. er is 112 F 
at 15 feet a.nd 1160F a. t 120 feet t elow the surface . The maximum 
~ ossible flow is 200 gallons a minute . Three quarters of a mile 
east of Paraiso Springs the nearest well was drilled to a de ,, th 
of 400 feet before water was reached . The water was unrr; inera.lized . 
This i nd icates a barrier between t he t~o localities whicb not 
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only r ises the '1a t er level a.t iJr-raiso Springs but also t revents 
u·1clerground flor.i of the minernl iz ed · aters to the east . 'Ihis 
ba~rier is oresumedly the Heliz Creek fault . 
According to the ~resent management of the resort, inter-
esting distur bances too.c place aft r the Santa Barbara earth-
quake in 1925 . A few da •s after the shock the temperature of 
the water at Pa:~a1so '-' ·}rings inc1-aeas d 250p together with in-
creased flow . The return to normal was gradual over a eriod 
of weel.rn . Th, s a.me phenomena fo l lmved the dan Francisco e arth-
quake in 1906 . 
Folding 
Th e comoresslve stresses , dm .. 1ng the Pliocene , folded the 
Mioceno sediments on the wester n side of the Salinas depressi n 
i nto a com. on 1 te s ynel ine , Her bert 's syncline . He bert ' s s~-n­
cline is a symmetrical fold and the minor flectur es on its 
northern limb are asymmetrical with the southern limb being 
stee er . The maximum shortening was in a north to northeast 
direction. 
Most of the folds show t he infl uence of the underlying 
b sement . They follow approximately the shape of th.? basin in 
~~hich the sediments were de_ osited . In the vicinity oft e 
&alinas v alley the folds are in a east- west direction. In the 
vicinity of the crystalline rocks of the Santa Lucia Range the 
trend is north~vest . Herbert ' s syncline is sha.-ped lilte a s tJoon . 
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It pitches to·mrds the ea.st anc r•ises and disa.p:)ears in the 
vicinity of the s nta Luciu range . ~~any of the minor folds show 
the .... ame tendency, rising and disap ~·waring Nhere the sedimentary 
cover is t!:dn and pitching and increasing in size out in the 
b sin . 
Some of the folds , , _articularly south of ?araiso Springs , 
a:re nesrly par>allel to the , .. asn Creek 'i'hrust . Uthough the folds 
trenr in the s me direction , it is not known whether or not they 
are related to the t~ usting . It is believed that the forc·s 
w ich p1~oduced the folding can'"e from the south and west a did 
those which gave rise to the thrust . 
Jointing 
The jointing lanes in the crystalline rocks of this area 
can te divided roughly into two grou, s . Most of the joint 9lanes 
trend ap.~~r oxima.t ely north-south, while another less cert&in 
grouping occurs in a northwest direction . The minor jointing 
planes v ary more in trend than the more promi nent . The forces 
.vhich produced jointing acted .:.n a southwest or west direction . 
IJEOLOGIC1~L HI STORY 
egional 
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The central Coast Hanges have under one submergence and 
elevation seve_al times since t he Triassic . The deformetio oe-
curred unequally long the coa st . 
Tne pre-Jurassic istory is obscured by the absence of 
sediments of determinable age . Early de .. osits, perhaps of 
Paleozoic age , re metamorphosed sediments in t h e Coast rtanges 
and s detritus are included in the basal beds of t he Jurassic (?) 
beds . · ie t arnor phism and the wide-s re d intrusion of one or mor•e 
related series of coarse - grained crystalline rocks are incid ents 
in t h is early history. Legible events in the !)re- Jurassic ( ? ) 
h istor;r are t he deposition of sediments, as the SUr Series, and 
t heir l,ter .&t mor hism b: batholith ic intrusions of t he Santa 
Lucia granite and the Santa Lucia que.1~tz diori te •. 
*l::p.e Franciscan {Juras sic?) sandstone, ch ert, and sha le -.vere 
deposited during regional submergence and are in deposition~l un-
confm.~i."1 ity with t he rocks of the underlying ba serrtent . Later up-
lift and t he intrusion of basic rocks into the Franciscan series 
were followed by f ault1ng during t h e lower and middle Cretaceous 
since reresentntives of this period are not found over nest of 
t he raegion . Subsequently, t h e Chico (upoer Cret e ceous) formation 
was de~osited incoroornting material derived from the Fr anciscan 
and earl ier formations . 
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Submergence reocc 1rr ,d locall y in Paleocene 0 Jart.inez) time 
as b eds of this age are fou..nd in the Salinas v alley and isolated 
are&s 1,vithin t . e Santa Lucia f ange. The region was elevated 
during the interval betw13en lower Eocene and Miocene. Faulting 
or warping of the crust during this interval reduced a to , ogra ~ hy 
of considerable relief so that the basal Miocene beds are coarse 
conglowerates in m ny localities . 
In the lower ·· io~ene, . ro bably with minor oscillations, the 
region began to s 'ink a.nd the depression urn.s at a maximum during 
uoper middle .:.:L ocene when t h e Salinas shale was deposited over 
most or all of t e e ntra.l co n s al region . The lower Miocene 
(Vaqueros} and lower middle · ~ iocene {Temblor) sandstones derived 
most of their material from the adja~ent crystalline rocks which 
were still ex Aosed . Lava was extruded loc ally in upryer Vaqueros 
and lower Temblor time . The source of the Salinas shale is not 
kn0\\111 definitely although the inference in some localities i that 
the source was t oTvards the ,vest . 
The sea artly or entirely withdre\~ during the u'1oer r.7 iocene . 
Howeve2, with but slight erosion , this was followed by the de-
position of the Sa.~ta Margarita sandstone accordantly u on the 
underlying Salinas shale . The sea gradually retreated and was e -
t1rely gone b~ t he U?i er Pliocene . 
S"J.bsequ0 nt to uplift .i.n the Pliocene , compressive stresses , 
acting along s south or southwest line , folded the existing sedi-
ments and formed t hrusts , chiefly tovvards the west . '11he aggree; ~te 
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r.ovement was over 10 , 000 feet. The forces possib l y persisted into 
t he upoer Pliocene . After t he f'oldin g , thrusting, and elevation 
of t e Pliocene, the coa stal r gion was comparatively stable . A 
long period of erosion developed the reduced 3ummit surface and 
furnished detrital material for the non-marine Paso obles for -
mation (u~ t er Pliocene , lower ~ leistocene) whic h was de_osited 
in the fresh Vt/c ter 'La.sins . \\!th possible complications, the 
region was a gain uplifted a. few hundred feet , the Summit cycle 
of erosion was interru. ted , and a new cycle was initiated in which 
the ~alin s old age sur.face was .formed . 
Extensive early Pleistocene normal f aulting , with a total 
movement of thousands of f e et , interrui.)ted the Salinas cycle, 
divided the region into northwestl:.ra ... d trending blocks and great l y 
accentuated the existing to c ogra ~ hy , which , modified by erosion , 
is seen today . ':iith intermittent uplift and perhaps oscillations 
of the coast line, the region has co~tL~ued to r ise to the present 
time . 
Loca l 
'I'he re - Cretaceous rocks in this area i nclude the Sw, i.;eries 
(?),in part of sedim.entery origL"l, the Santa Lucia granite of the 
Santa Luci a and Gab1lan Ranges , and the Santa Lucia quartz diorite 
series in the Santa Lucia ange and intrusive into the granite or 
the Gabi l an Ha??-ga . The earlier history represented b y t1ese for-
mations indicates t _e deposition of sediments, including li~estone , 
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of unl{novm origin . The granite, locall , may be earlier or l ater 
than the Sur Series (?). The Santa Lucia quartz diorite series 
was intruded as a batholith into the Santa Lucia granite and met -
morphosed , at t he same tine , the sedim6nts of the Sur Series(?) . 
The Soledad Quadrangle stood high during the period follmving 
the intrusion of the quartz diorite series until middle !Iiocene 
time . In this interval the sea deposited the Martinez (lover Eoc-
ene) a few miles south of the .Arroyo Seco and may have extended 
fo.rther , once or many times . Any materials de ... osited were later 
removed by erosion . Dw~ing tlis . eriod erosion and possibly local 
~arping or f aulting formed an inland basin ancestral to the Salinas 
depression . 
Submergence began again in the lower Miocene , nroceeding from 
the south . The Vaqueros sandstone l. as de n: osited at the type s·ec-
tion south of . the Arroyo Seco . The lover Miocene is represented 
north of this stream by the erosional interval which produced the 
cut surface upon hich later sedi ents were deposited . Detritus 
was undoubtedly furnished for the Vaqueros sea . The water gradually 
encroached upon the Soledad Quadrangle in the middle i~iocene and 
deposited the Temblor sandstone u~on t he submerged irregular sur-
fa.ce . Material was derived from the adjacent land rru-1s ses in the 
San a Lucia ange , P~ ... lo Escri to ridge , and possibly the Gabila.n 
Har ge . The relief was considerable during the initial stage of 
'I'e11blor deuosition since the basal Temblor Red Beds in the Sa-
linas depression are l argely conglomerates . 
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[· xtensive, and poss i b ly corn;>lete, submergence occurred in 
the middle Miocene when the Salinas shale , nearly 8000 feet thick , 
was deposited . The unifox ity and the fine texture of these shales 
together with interbedded limestone show that de : osition was in 
water of moderate depth . No influence of adjacent land masses 
is seen in t h is series . ~'he Salinas depression gradually sanlr 
r1ith accumulating load since a sea over 8000 feet deep is unlikely . 
Part ial or complete uplift, with but slight erosion, was 
followed by renewed submergence and the de.osition of the Santa 
Jargarita sandstone a ccordantly upon the underlying Salinas shale . 
·'his 1)eriod of de ll.,ession may have lasted into the Pliocene 
(Jacalitos) . Later elevation in the Pliocene forced the com lete 
withdrawal of the sea and left an inland de .. ression in its place . 
Compressive forces during the Pliocene folded the existing 
sediments into a com'Josite syncline and , in the same general 
period , thrust the Santa Lucia quartz diorite series northward 
over the Salinas shale .. '11he folding may have lasted into Paso 
·obles (upper Pliocene , lower Pleistocene} time . 
1 he non- marine Pa.so H.obles form.a tion was de. :. sited in the 
Salin.a·s depre s sion during tbe eriod of erosion which followed 
the folding . Later u _li:ft and a long period of erosion developed 
the Salinas old age surface upon the Gabilan and eastern flanks 
of the Santa Lucia Ranges . 
The Salinas cycle was interrupted in the early Pleistocene 
by normal faulting which divided the a.1-aea. into two northwest 
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trending blocks . In t is rrovement, possi ly along older faults, 
the ~ing City block was tilted ~estward and the newly formed 
Ga) lan Rt.nge ;7as arched and tilted southwestward . 
Dur·ne the Quaternary n1 hocen t the region has intermittently 
risen. Vigorous erosive processes h ve cut terraces in the Salinas 
vnlley and along ,inor stre.~s . Enormous f ns have been formed 
in the depres sion as a result of the reduction of the relief pro-
duced by Pleistocene faulting . 
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The resources of this area are largely of agrarian interest . 
The future "ossibili ties are unfavo1"able for the development of 
either metallic or non-~etallic economic deposits . 
Gilleylen's Cinnabar claim 
During the war advanced prices e eour~ged exploration N rk 
on a quicksilver cla.ir.1 near the junction of Little Sand and Paloma 
creeks. A small showing of ci:nnaba.r was found in massive Ter.iblor 
sandstone cap;; ing quartz monzonite . The work ws.s c arrie u on at two 
levels. Only a ferv fl asks were produced . 
The cinnaoar occurs along minor fractures in calcite veins . 
The deposit is of mos t inteI'e s t for it s relation to t he Ta.sh GN:~ek 
Thrust, a few feet north of the deposit . P.iineralizing solutions 
undoubtedly ascended t he fault pl""'_ne and de. osited in the s ' nd -
stone . Since t he t hrusting is of Pliocene ge , the mineraliz a tion 
took place at a slighly later date . The ore is of the "oor grade 
and the small areal extent of the I'emblor ca -rning prohibits any 
future develo ment . 
Paraiso S,rings 
Of considerable historical , geological and economic inter~st 
are the hot miner a l springs at Paraiso Spri.ngs on t he western side 
of t he Sa linas valley. In the five springs t .. 'le water vartes b e-
t veen a tem.i;erature of 65- 112° . Analyses of the water have be en 
1-2 published . 
The mineral content varies in different s . rin~s . ~lthough 
advertisements declare the presence of arsenic, iron, carbonate 
and sul,.hur springs, only traces of iron and arsenic are found . 
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The water is charged t":ostly with carbon dioxide and hydrogen 
sulfide . The s 1rings have be en known since the time of the r.as sion 
Fathers in the latter art of the eighteenth century . The present 
resort is a :pleasant , though sorne-vhat rustic, establishment . 
The water is probably ~eteoric . It is of geologic interest 
not only because of its high tern erat ure but also because of its 
robable relation to faults in the vicinity . The Paraiso Spr i gs 
fault trends in an east-west direction and passes through the site 
of the resort . The springs reflect in their rate of flow and in-
crease of temperature the occurrence of major earthquakes in cen-
tral California . 
Oil pros ects 
Several oil companies have mede ""lane table c:ourveys of the 
Miocene sediments west of tbe Salinas depression . The sediments 
lie in a large syncline which trends in an east-west direc tion 
and has several minor folds on its northern limb . 
1) Water Supply Paper, No . 338- Paraiso S
4
r:tngs:pp60-61:1915 
2) Mines and Mineral Hesources of Monterey, San Benito, etc. 
Counties , Calif . State Mlneral Bureau: Dec . 1916 
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T e Harriman Jones Oil Co. drilled one structure on the 
Arroyo Seco atout eight years ago . The well is located in Section 
20, T 19S R6E and reached a depth of 4608 feet before a fire des -
troyed the rig . Operations ha.ve not been resumed . A complete log 
was available to a_· depth of 2560 feet . Gas and t.:: r were encoun-
· tered at 260- 80 feet; gas at 1265- 90 feet and oil sands at 2415 and 
2565 feet . A small flow of 50 barrels vas reported from the 
lower levels . 
Besides the indications in this well, several oil see)s and 
sulohur springs are found along the Arroyo Seco sho\ving tbe pre-
sence of a certain amount of organic ma tter in the Salinas shale 
series . Howe ver , all folds are cut by the -' eli2. Creek fault. It 
is i mprobable ~.~hat oil, which may have accumulated , would be 
present still . The area holds little promise of future develop-
ment . Not only are the st:t"uctures small and cut by faults , but 
oil sands , which are ca ~ a.ble of producing only sma.11 quantities 
of oil , are at a great depth . 
Devel opment of Water resources 
The water resources of the portion of Salinas v alley in the 
Soledad Quad~angle are ca) able of being developed much more fully . 
It is possible to build a da.m across t..h.e Arroyo Seco a.t two or 
three sites1 , and assure a constant supoly of water for land in 
l) Hamlin , H.-op .. c1 t . 
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tbe valley . 
The underground water gradua llv is being used by t he f8rm ers 
for irrigating purposes . The small O\-vner does not ha ve the fine.n-
cial standing to drill t he necessary wells which must attain a 
depth of t wo , three, or four hundred feet . 
The land in the vicinity of the town of Salinas , 20 miles to 
the north, is intensely reductive for truck farn!ing . The Soledad 
district undoubt edl y couJd attain equal promin en ce with the devel-
o ment of an adequate wa.ter su _ply. 
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